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Report synopsis

This report is concerned with the potential impactof information technology on theoperation of a wide range ofmarketplaces. New applications ofinformation technologywillincrease the effectiveness of marketing and ofpurchasing,andthis will alter thebalance of power between buyers and sellers, and the role ofbusiness intermediaries.These developments will change the dynamics of markets, widening them andimproving the availability of market information. They will also increase theresponsiveness, and hence, the volatility of markets. Electronic marketplaces willbenefit some organisations and harm others. Senior managersoforganisations affectedby the developmentof electronic marketplacesneed to re-evaluate the basis on whichthey compete and the functions that they perform within the market. Systemsdepartments,for their part, need to ensure that the design and implementation oftheirsystemswill help the organisation to competein electronic marketplaces.
  

 



Chapter 1
Information technology will transform a

For most of their history, computer systems
have been concerned with the internal
operations of an organisation. Technologies such
as electronic data interchange (which replaces
order forms and invoices with electronic
messages) are now enabling companies to
extend their computer systemsto their trading
partners, thereby helping to reduce stocks and
improve quality in manufacturing industries, or
to reduce responsetimesin the financial sector,
for example.
Applications with the potential to alter the
operation of whole marketplacesare starting to
emerge, however. Examples range from the
introduction of home-shopping terminals (see
Figure 1.1, overleaf) and insurance quotation
systems (see Figure 1.2, on page 3), to com-
puterised tendering systems for government
procurement. These developments will have a
profound impact on the balance of power
between suppliers and customers, and on the
role of business intermediaries. The purpose of
this report is to assess the impact that informa-
tion technology in general will have on the
operation of marketplaces.
Webelieve that information technology will, in
the nearfuture,affect all aspects of trading ♥
it will assist in the process of identifying
appropriate suppliers or customers, it will
streamline the process of matching specifi-
cations to requirements, andit will facilitate the
negotiation and agreement of a deal. The
combination of all three will lead to the
transformation of a very wide range of markets.
In economic terms,information technology will
move manysectors closer to the concept of a
☁perfect market☂ ♥ that is, a market in which
all participants are fully informed about all
aspects of the market. (Figure 1.3, on page 3,
explains the basic economic principles of
markets.) Today, most markets are very
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wide range of markets

imperfect, and many suppliers rely on the fact
that their customers are not well informed about
the market, because the cost of being well in-
formed is too high. To some organisations,
therefore, electronic markets will pose a serious
threat. To others, they will represent a major
opportunity.
The next few years will see three major
manifestations of the concept of electronic
marketplaces:
♥ Electronic marketing ♥ the use of infor-

mation technology to make marketing more
effective.

♥ Electronic purchasing ♥ the use of
information technology to increase purchas-
ing power.

♥ Electronic markets ♥ thelinking togetherof
multiple buyers and multiple sellers.

It is essential that all senior managers under-
stand each of these principal developments and
the relationships between them. Applications
for information technology in the marketing
department, such as building customer data-
bases or marketing-information systems, are
currently receiving considerable publicity. We
believe, however, that it is very risky for an
organisation to apply information technology to
its marketing without having considered how
information technology could change the nature
of its customers☂ purchasing process.
This report is intended to be read by seniorline
managers in marketing and purchasing, by senior
systems managers, and by the main boards of
most organisations, and has been written
accordingly. Electronic marketplaces are not
just something that stockbrokers and foreign
exchangedealers have to worry about; they will
develop in all major sectors of industry in the
next few years. Wehaveillustrated each of the
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Electronic home shopping is just one example of the
conceptof the electronic marketplace. Although the
concept is not new, there are as yet few successful
examples. One exception is the Florida-based Home
Shopping Network, a cabletelevision channel devoted toproduct promotions, which employs neither sophisticatedtechnology nor sophisticated marketing concepts.Itfollows a simple formula of hard-sell, downmarket productlines, and impulse purchasing (subscribers have just10 minutes to respond to eachoffer by telephone).
Moreinteractive systems, such as videotex-basedservices, have sofar failed to generate the level of interestforecast by their developers. J C Penney☂s Telaction,launched in February 1987, was expected to be anexception. Telaction used a combination of cable televisionand touch-tone telephones: the customer keyedin therequired page, causing Telaction's Tandem computer torecall that page from videodisc andtransmit it over thecable network. A frame grabber(shared between 15housesin a locality) would intercept the page and displayit on the customer's television screen. The aim of signingup 125,000 subscribers within the Chicago metropolitanarea was never achieved, nor was the system everfranchised into other areas. In April 1989, J C Penneyannounced the closure of Telaction, after an investmentof$106 million.
At the other end of the spectrum lie the PC-basedshopping services. Such services operate against the so-called ☁25 per cent pyramid☂. Of the estimated 19 millionPCs in American homes, only 25 per cent have modems.Of these, just 25 per cent subscribe to an online service,and of those, perhaps 25 per cent use them on a regularbasis. In other words, the 94 million homes in the UnitedStates quickly get whittled down to just 300,000 potentialusers. Notsurprisingly, most of the successful PC-basedshopping servicescater to specialist interests. They keeptheir overheads low by Operating within a more generalonline service such as CompuServe. Similarly, the FrenchMinitel system, Probably the most successful implemen-tation of home-terminallinks, has Provided theinfrastructure for a wide range of special-interest services.
One company seems determined to widenthis interest.Prodigy Services Company,a joint venture between IBMand Sears, has reputedly consumed some $600 million inCapital and 1,000 man-years of effort so far. A subscriptionto Prodigy costs $9.95 per month, and offers access to175 main suppliers. Searsitself Promotes between 2,000and 3,000 items throughthis ☁electronic store☂, althoughcustomers can order any of the 250,000 lines in Sears☂Catalogue through the system. The company☂s forecast for1990 was to have 200,000 subscribers in 50 geographicalmarkets across the United States.
There is clearly no formula for successin electronic homeshopping, but the following principles appearto hold trueacross several examples: 

Figure 1.1 Consumerelectronic marketplaces are tempting, but fraught with problems

Consumers are not prepared to pay up-front for theservice
Prestel, British Telecom's pioneering videotex service,provides ample evidencefor this ♥ after 10 yearsinoperation, fewer than 150,000 terminals have been sold.Ifa home-shopping service is not designed to run onexisting equipment, the operatorswill probably have togive away the terminals (as in the case of France☂s Minitel)or at least rent them at low cost (as Singapore Telecomproposesto do).

The user interface is important
There is no doubt that high-resolution graphics (whichnecessitates higher bandwidth communication) improvesthe feel of a home-shopping service, but that is only partof the story. Although Prodigy uses only videotex standardresolution, the designers have paid considerable attentionto the way that people use the system. In addition toconventional menu-driven access, Prodigy allows the userto jumpdirectly to certain pages by typing in a keyword,and can also memorise often-used paths through thesystem.
The users must see a clear benefit over alternativepurchasing channels
The fundamental problem with most electronic home-shopping servicesis that they do notoffer any clearbenefits overalternative purchasing channels, such astelephone ordering using a credit card. Even the notion ofcomparing pricesis less attractive thanit sounds, whentelephone-based services such as Comp-U-Card alreadyoffer to locate the lowestpricefor, say, a Panasonic19-inch colourtelevision.
At the moment, electronic home shopping is really anexample of a better electronic sales channel than of anelectronic purchasing channel. For some types of product,it offers the customer an easy wayto satisfy a demandcreated by other means (suchastelevision advertising ordirect mail), and for some suppliers, this will generatesufficient increased revenueto finance the full provision ofthe service to the customers.
Whenelectronic home-shopping networks reacha criticalmass, third-party markets and purchasing serviceswillstart to appear, and consumers may be prepared to payrealistic subscriptions.It is possible, though by no meanscertain, that Prodigy may achievethis critical mass. Asthis report went to press, however, a new contenderappeared. Nintendo, the enormously successfulJapanese video-game manufacturer, has announcedits intention to address a more sophisticated marketwith new applications such as online broking services.Those whoare sceptical would do well to recallNintendo's meteoric rise at a time when all the US-based video-game manufacturers had written off themarket.   

principal developments with examples drawnfrom a wide range of industry sectors ♥ fromtransportation to manufacturing, and from local
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government to financial services. Details ofthe research team and the scope of the re-search are described in Figure 1.4, on page 4.
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Chapter 1 Information technology will transform a wide range of markets

 

In the United Kingdom, most☁retail☂ insurance (insurance
for private individuals and small businesses) is sold
through insurance brokers ♥ typically, independent
retailers with high-street premises. Brokers are nottied to
individual insurance companies, but sell products from a
range of companies. The consumer insurance market is
highly competitive, and has now seen several generations
of information-technology-based services designed to
makeit easier for the broker to obtain quotations from
insurance companies and to transact business with
them.
The first services were provided byindividual insurance
companies, notably Friends Provident and Commercial
Union. The systems were based on viewdata (videotex)
technology and enabled the broker to obtain quotations
online, but only from the insurer providing the system.
Such systems provided primary benefits to the insurance
companies, both in terms of increased business and fewererrors.
By 1986, these systems were largely superseded by
viewdata services operated by public network service
providers ♥ Mediat from British Telecom, and Unidex
from IBM. These services connected to over 20 insurance
companies and provided quotations and a range of other
services such as policy surrender valuations and electronic
mail. They suffered from the disadvantage, however, that
they merely connected the user to the insurance
company☂s system; the user had to cope with different
screen formats and log-on sequences for each company.

Figure 1.2 Retail insurance in the United Kingdomis rapidly becomingan electronic marketplace

Mediat and Unidex have since beeneclipsed by British
Telecom Insurance Services, and InView from AT&T
ISTEL. These services provide a commoninterface to
different insurance companies☂ systems, and are therefore
much easier to use. In certain cases,it is now even
possible to initiate the insurance policy electronically:
Brokernet, an EDI service provided by INS, handles the
submission of proposals and other messages concerned
with policy administration.
Off-line quotation systems have also increased in
popularity. The increasing power and falling costs of
personal computers have enabled brokers to take on
functions previously performed by mainframe computers
at insurance company headquarters, thereby saving
themselves the communications costs associated with
online systems.All the information that the broker needs
to generate quotations from a range of insurance
companiesis provided on disc, and the software supplier
provides a new disc with updated quotation algorithms
each month.
The way the insurance quotation systems market has
developedis typical of electronic marketplaces. Single-
company systems have made wayfor systems that enable
offers from many companies to be compared. Successive
generations of systems have been increasingly user-
friendly, and have reduced costs or provided additional
functions. The range of companies and products that can
be compared hasalso increased progressively. All of this
has served to increase competition within the market.
 

 

A ☁market☂ was describedin a preliminary hearing of the
Greek courts around 600 BC as☁a place set apart for
men to deceive and get the better of one another☂. Today,
Webster's dictionary defines it as ☁the meeting together of
people for the purpose of trade☂.
Economists draw the distinction between ☁perfect☂ and
☁imperfect☂ markets. A perfect market exists where there
are so many buyers andsellers that none can individually
affect the price, and where there are no barriers to
entering or leaving the market. A further requirementis
that all information concerning the market conditions is
available to all players. In a perfect market, output will be
maximised, and prices minimised. Perfect markets allow
companies to makethelevel of profit needed to stay in
business, but no more.
In an imperfect market, and this applies to the majority of
today☂s market sectors, these conditions do not apply. Figure 1.3 Electronic marketplaces promote perfect competition

There may be regulatory barriers to participating in the
market. Individual buyers or sellers may be large enough
to exercise some sort of control over prices. The most
commonproblem, however, is simply that the cost to the
buyer of comparing all offerings, or the cost to the seller
of promoting his wares to every possible buyer, are too
high.
Within a local context, medievalvillage marketplaces were
near-perfect: all buyers and sellers met at the same time
and place, and information flowed freely. Today, such
markets operate only within specialised fields such as
securities, futures, and agricultural auctions. However, the
application of information technology to both marketing
and purchasing will help to move a wide range of industry
sectors a little closer to the concept of the medieval village
marketplace, by allowing large numbers of buyers and
sellers to meet electronically. We call this concept
☁electronic marketplaces☂.   

 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we examine the ways in
which information technology will transform
the marketing and purchasing processes,
respectively. ☁Electronic marketing☂ will
essentially strengthen the hand of suppliers,
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while ☁electronic purchasing☂ will strengthen the
hand of customers.

Eventually, electronic marketing and electronic
purchasingwill start to overlap. Thisis one route
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Figure 1.4 Research team and scopeof the research

This report was researched and written by Richard
Pawson and Karol Szlichcinski, both consultants with
Butler Cox, based in London, who share considerable
experience in new technologies, telecommunications
and related services, marketing, and business
development.
Original research for the report was conductedin
Australia, France, Germany,Italy, the Netherlands,Singapore, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and theUnited States. A large number of Foundation memberswere interviewed, together with independent experts,
academics, and other organisations with relevant
experience or plans. The research took place betweenFebruary and October 1990. The two authors wereassisted by Butler Cox's subsidiaries and agentsoutside the United Kingdom,andin particular, byVéronique Morlighem, Roberto Bellini, Lothar Schmidt,  and John Cooper. 
 

to the development of ☁electronic markets☂,which bring together multiple buyers andmultiple sellers, and in some cases,facilitate thematching of bids to offers. In Chapter 4, weexaminethis and other ways in which electronicmarkets can emerge.
In Chapter 5, we look at how the dynamics ofmarkets change once they start to functionelectronically, and the implications of this. Weexamine the case for regulation in electronicmarkets and what this meansfor organisationsthat are about to initiate them.
Foundation members should assess therelevance to their own organisation of each ofthe developments discussed in Chapters 2 to 5,

Information technology will transform a wide range of markets

and make plans accordingly. We also believethat senior managers need to take a morestrategic lookat their relationships with theirown markets, in the light of these develop-ments. We expand this theme in Chapter6,lookingat possible coursesof action for organi-sations faced with increasing competitionthrough electronic marketplaces. We recom-mendthat organisations review the basis onwhich they compete, the nature of theirindividual trading relationships, and the set offunctions that they perform internally.
In Chapter 7, we explore the implications forthe systems department. We explain why thesystems department needs to form a strategicpartnership with either the marketing depart-mentor the purchasing department, and whatsuch

a

strategic partnership meansin practice.We explain whythe systems department needsto take a different approach to developingsystems for marketing, in particular, from theapproachthatit takes to developing systems forits traditional customers, and we look at theimplications of electronic marketplaces forsystemsinfrastructure, quality, and standards.
Webelieve that electronic marketplaces rep-resent one of the most exciting developmentsin the history of information technology.Organisations that ignore their potential willfind themselves fighting increasing competition.For those that embrace the possibilities andmanage the implementation properly, however,electronic marketplaces offer the potential formassive growth.
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For many organisations, the marketing depart-
ment represents the last bastion to fall to the
advanceof information technology. One of the
reasons for this is that many marketing
managers regard their function as primarily a
creative one that cannot be decomposedinto the
sorts of tasks at which computers excel.
Assessing whether expenditure on marketing
provides value for money is even moredifficult
than trying to justify investments in information
technology and applications. There is an old
saying in the advertising industry: ☁☁Half the
money spent on advertising is wasted; the
problem is knowing which half☂☂.
We believe that over the next five years,
information technology will revolutionise the
marketing process. The impact on the operation
and profitability of many businesses will be
substantial. So will the impact on the marketing
department. Information technology will not
replace the need for creative thinking, nor will
it be more effective than a marketing manager
with genuineinsight, but by making marketing
more precise, and its effects more quantifiable,
it will eliminate some of the obvious wastes of
money.It will put an end to the days when,as
one advertising executive putit: ☁☜Targetingjust
meant avoiding the sorts of blunders that even
the client could spot☂☂.
To understand the potential for information
technology within marketing,it is necessary to
understand the nature of marketing. Marketing
is, or should be, fundamentally concerned with
matching the organisation☂s offer to the
demandsof the marketplace. The match is made
by controlling the nature of the products or
services, the prices, the packaging, and the
delivery mechanisms, and by communication
with the marketplace, to help to shape
customers☂ expectations andpriorities. Matching
is a task at which computers certainly excel,
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Chapter 2
Electronic marketing

provided thatthe right informationis available
to them. In this chapter; we identify the four
principal ways in which information technology
has the potential to revolutionise marketing.

Electronic channels can streng-
then existing customer
relationships
Byfacilitating the flow of information between
supplier and customer, electronic channels can
be used to strengthen existing customer
relationships, especially from the supplier☂s
viewpoint. Of course, the telephone is an
electronic channel, and many companies have
put this to good use for sales and marketing ♥
in particular, where they have streamlined their
telephone-answering capabilities. Oral com-
munication has its limitations, however. It .
generally requires both parties to be available
for communication at the same time, it is
unsuitable for conveying complex information,
and it often requires that the information be
converted from or to another format (such as
paper) at both ends.
Electronic data communication has the potential
to overcometheserestrictions. These electronic
channels can be of several kinds, ranging from
online terminals, to electronic mail or facsimile,
to touch-tone telephones. Many suppliers have
already exploited this potential, but a larger
number have not. The improved information
flow encouragedby electronic channels can be
turned to the supplier☂s advantage in the
following ways.
Electronic channels can makeit easier to place
an order, thus enabling suppliers to acquire a
greater proportion of their customers☂ business.
By the early 1980s, most UK package-holiday
operators provided their agents with telephone-
bookingfacilities, and some offered out-of-area

eit



Chapter 2 Electronic marketing

lines to reduce the cost. When Thomson
launched its videotex-based TOP booking
system, other operators dismissed it as a nine-
day wonder, but as Thomson☂s share of the
package-holiday business grew from 15 per cent
to over 20 per cent, competitors were forced to
introduce similar systems.
Response times can be reduced, giving the
supplier a competitive advantage. In Singapore,
Shell has very recently initiated a simple elec-tronic channel forsales of liquefied petroleumgas, the primary fuel for domestic cooking.
Consumers now call one central number, andin response to a synthesised voice message, theykey in their account code and

a

single digit
correspondingto the size of cylinder required(all Singapore telephonesare touch-tone). Thesales computer looks up the customer☂s addressand sends an alphanumeric paging message tothe delivery truck nearest the address. Shell canundertake to replace an empty cylinder within30 minutes of the call ♥ around three hoursahead of its competition.
Limited offers can be promoted quickly andinexpensively. Through the use of electronicchannels to its principal customers, a steelmaker wasable to create a profitable marketfor its over-runsteel, as described in Figure 2.1.
 

Electronic sales channels have enabled asteel manufacturer to generate additionalrevenue
Figure 2.4

Whena batchofsteel is madefor a customer, moresteel has to be poured than the customer has orderedto allow for losses in the subsequent stages ofproduction. For example, 250 tons of steel might bePoured for a 200-ton order. In practice, the losses vary,so that the manufacturer is sometimesleft with morefinished steel than has been ordered.
One steel manufacturer traditionally offered such excessfirst to the customerfor the main order, and then toother customers known to take the kind of steelinquestion.If the steel was notsold,it had to bedowngraded after a time and sold more cheaply asnon-primesteel.
In the early 1980s, the companystarted supplyingitsmajor customers with terminals, through which they canaccess a databaseof steel available from stock. Since  the system wasintroduced, tens of thousandsof tons ofsteel have been sold through it. When the systemStarted, it was providedonly to the company☂s ownsales offices. Subsequently, customers were providedwith computerterminals to access the system. Now,over 100 major customers use the system, accessingitfrom IBM PS/2 personal computers, for which they pay   a subscription.
 

Thelimited shelf-life of the product meantthatconventional sales channels were inappropriate.
Complexproduct information can beprovidedin an interactiveform. Multimedia technology(advanced computer workstations that candisplay high-resolution images, full-motionvideo, text, and graphics) offers the potentialfor high-quality interactive sales brochures.Customers can explore the information at theirown pace and direction, and the computersystem can keep track of the pieces ofinformation that most interest customers. WhenGeneral Motors tested the use of multimediainteractive brochures for the launch of a newBuick range, it reported not only that the sales-conversion rate was significantly higher, butthat the average value of each sale was alsohigher because the system encouragedusers toexplore the optional extras.

Specific products can be located rapidly, thusimproving the chances of being able to matchthe customer☂s requirements quickly. BritishLeyland (the forerunner of the Rover Group)launchedits car locator system 10 years ago.Prior to that, a dealer looking for a particularspecification and colour of car ex-stock couldafford to call only a handfuloflocal dealers.With the electronic system, he had instantaccess to every British-Leyland-ownedcar in thenational dealer network. The system, sinceenhanced,is still operated by AT&T ISTEL onbehalf of the Rover Group.
Electronic channels can widen a supplier☂smarket, in termseitherof the time the marketis openfor business,orofits geographic scope.A Dutch supermarket chain has launched

a

trialelectronic home-shopping system, described inFigure 2.2. The principal benefit to both thesupermarket and its customers is that it over-comes the governmentrestriction on shoppinghours.
In the examples listed so far, the marketingand/or ordering processes are quite separatefrom the delivery of the product. In sectorswhere the productitself has the potential to bedelivered electronically, such as informationservices andcertain financial services, there areeven more benefits, since the electronic channelcan complete the entire cycle. The insuranceindustry is an obvious example. A less obviouspossibility is the use of electronic channels by
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certain government and public institutions to
generate new sources of revenue from their
information bases. Figure 2.3, overleaf, des-
cribes how the Societa Nazionale di Informatica
delle Camere di Commercio Italiane, the legal
repository for all Italian company records and
statutory accounts, has turned its database of
corporate records into a profitable revenue
stream.

Electronic channels, however, are by no means
a licence to print money. Without careful
management, electronic channels can, at best,
 

Figure 2.2 A Dutch supermarket chain has
implemented a successful
home-shoppingtrial

Albert Heijn is a Dutch supermarket chain (part of the
Ahold group) with 550 stores in the Netherlands. The
company has a reputation for innovation, especially in
the use of information technology, and this is seen as
one of the factors in its growth in market share from
12 per cent to 27 per cent overthe last decade.
Several factors distinguish the Dutch retail food market
from those of other countries. The geographic
concentration of the Netherlands meansthat, overall, the
population is served by fewer stores per capita than any
other West European nation. Most people walk or cycle
to the nearest store, and do so on average three times
per week. However, supermarket hours are restricted by
law to 52 per week, with only one evening☂s shopping.
Electronic home shopping offers out-of-hours access,
which appeals particularly to working couples.
Albert Heijn☂s home-shopping system is called James
(after the archetypal English butler). The company
bought the concept from a competitor and initially
Operated it in Haarlem, as a separate chain with its own
limited productline. Two years ago, it decided to add
technology and integrate James with the Albert Heijn
chain. Early in 1990, it issued 1,000 free videotex
terminals to carefully selected homes in Amsterdam.
Customers are able to order 10,000 foodlines,
equivalent to the range available in a typical large
supermarket. They pay the sameprices, plus a delivery
fee of 5 to 10 guilders ($3 to $6) depending on the
order. Delivery is within 24 hours and within two hours
of the time specified by the customer. Albert Heijn
subcontracted the managementof the videotex system,
but performsall other functions, including delivery, itself.
A major part of the cost is order assembly, which defies
automation, although the company has sponsored a
research project to investigate the potential for
advanced robotics.
The experiment is considered to be a big success,
althoughit is far too small to be profitable. The average
value of a customer orderis 45 guilders compared with
29 guilders in the stores. Albert Heijn cannot yet
ascertain if the demand is new, or substituting for visits
to the stores. There is no firm commitment to expand
the schemeyet.   
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Chapter 2 Electronic marketing

end up consuming more funds than they
generate. At worst, they can seriously backfire
on the suppliers. Would-be introducersof elec-
tronic channels should bear three things in
mind:
♥ Electronic channels have a tendency to evolve

into electronic markets. What starts out as
a cosy link betweena single supplier and his
customers is transformed by market or
regulatory pressure into a system that allows
those customers to order from several
competing suppliers. That is not, in itself, bad
news for a supplier ♥ it can create new
opportunities ♥ but it could comeas a nasty
upset to a long-term business plan if the
possibility were unforeseen. We explore this
concept in Chapter 4.

♥ Attempts to bypass intermediaries can
backfire. Some suppliers are tempted by the
idea that electronic channels can be used to
bypass intermediaries and communicate
directly with the marketplace. There are
good examples of this strategy working, but
there are other cases where the inter-
mediaries have fought back and even
strengthened their role. In Chapter 6, we
look at the impact of electronic markets on
intermediaries.

♥ Electronic channels require just as much
development as any other sales channel.
They need promotion, management, and
careful monitoring, and in addition, the
technical infrastructure may need to be
developed. Customers probably need both
training and encouragementto start using
the system, and many organisations forget
this in their budgeting. Worsestill, there is
an extraordinarily prevalent but naive
attitude that electronic channels can
generate moreprofit for the suppliers, while
paying for themselves through user charges.
This confusion of commercial goalsis one of
the main causesof the failure of many of the
electronic home-shopping services to date.

Information technology can help
suppliers to reach the right cus-
tomers for their products
☜Build a better mousetrap,☂☂ claimed Ralph
Waldo Emerson,☁☁and the world will beat a path
to your door☂☂. Most marketing managers, and
a good many bankrupt mousetrap inventors,
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Governments and public institutions collect and analysevast quantities of data for their own consumption. Attemptsto sell such data in the form of large reports have beenlargely unsuccessful both becausethe data is usually outof date and becauseit is seldom in the form needed bypotential customers. OneItalian institution has establishedsuccessful electronic sales channels for its data.
The Societé Nazionale di Informatica delle Camere diCommercio Italiane is the legal repository for all Italiancompany records and statutory accounts. Ten years ago,the 100 regional Camere di Commercio started tocomputerise their records and jointly sponsored a neworganisation, called Cerved. The database now holdsrecords on the 350,000 to 400,000 companies with acapitalisation of more than 20 million lire, but not the4 million or so smaller companies.
Cerved now sells the information to third parties, for twoprincipal applications. The first is credit referencing, sinceany bounced cheque must bereported to the Camere diCommercio by law. The second is market information.Clients can requestlists of companies operating within aparticular market sector, geographical area, or size range.

Figure 2.3 In Italy, an electronic sales channel is providing a new sourceof income for public institutions

In addition to namelists, Cerved Produces accuratemarketstatistics for a variety of industry sectors.
Cerved now hasa turnoverof 100 billionlire and 650employees. Ninety-five of the 100 regional Camere diCommercio are connected to the system (an IBM 3090with six network nodes) for both data input and retrieval.There are some 800 Clients, with a total of 5,000registered terminals. Forty per cent of the clients arefinancial, and 60 percent are industrial or professional,the latter including the notaries, who mustcertify all sharetransactions. More than 300,000 messages are transmittedevery day betweenthe clients and the Camere diCommercio.
The next stage is to start selling the information throughVideotel, the videotex service operated by SIP (the Italiannational public telephone operator). There are 150,000Videotel terminals in Italy, which represenis a sizablemarket for the information. In theory, Cerved☂s informationcould be combinedwith that of the electronic yellowPages service already operating on Videotel to generate aProduct- and service-locator system that could alsoprovide information on a supplier's financial situation.
 
 
would dispute this. If you want to sell yourmousetrap, you have to beat a path to thecustomer☂s door, and unless you have anunlimited budget for shoes, it pays to knowwhich housesare most likely to suffer from miceinfestation.
Information technology can help in this search.In countries where the new technique of☁precision marketing☂ is well advanced, it isalready possible to ascertain from someone☂spostcodehis economic andsocial groupings,hislikely ownership of cars and microwaveovens,and his propensity to go to the cinemaortodrink wine with his meals.
Acquiring this knowledge, and applying it tofinding the right customers for a supplier☂sproducts, is already changing the face ☁ofmarketing. In the future, this knowledge willbe acquired with increasing precision.
Precision marketing requires detailedknowledge of existing customers
Building a customer database is both difficultand costly. Many companiesthat sell direct tothe public do not keep records of pastcustomers, and manythat do, know remarkablylittle about them. Even those with goodcustomerrecords do not have them all availableontheir computer systems, nor accessible in a

convenient form. Most banks, for example, havetraditionally based their systems aroundaccounts, rather than customers. This was nota limitation until deregulation allowed them(and effectively forced them) to compete withotherfinancial institutions byselling mortgages,life assurance, and pension schemes.
For many organisations, what passes for acustomer databaseis little more than a mail-ing list culled from a variety of sources, and asimple mailing list provides only a crude meansfor targeting promotions to the most appro-priate customers. Suchlists typically containmany duplications, and a great deal of efforthas to be expended in updating and ☁de-duplicating☂ the lists. La Redoute, a leadingFrench mail order company, for example, hasdeveloped an expert system specifically for thistask.

If companies wish to exploit developmentsin pre-cision marketing to the full, and are genuinelycommitted to a customer-oriented approach,the only answeris to build a new database fromthe customer downwards. Burton GroupFinancial Services (now owned by GE Capital)wasfaced with the prospect of merging a rangeof existing customer records, and opted to builda new customer database from scratch. Itsexperience is described in Figure 2.4. The
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Figure 2.4 A major storecard operator uses its cardholder database for precision marketing

G E Capital ♥ Retailer Financial Services operates more
than 35 million storecards worldwide. In July 1990, the
company acquired Burton Group Financial Services
(BGFS), the storecard operation of the Burton Group, a
major British retail group. The United Kingdom-based part
of G E Capital continues to operate storecards for the
Burton Group under contract, as well as for several other
retailers. Prior to becoming part of G E Capital, BGFS
developed a sophisticated customer database, whichis
now actively exploited by G E Capital.
The database is used for store promotions, such as
special offers and sale previews, aimed exclusively at
cardholders. The level of detail held on the customer☂s
record makesit possible to target these promotions very
specifically, with store location and type of goods
recorded for each transaction. Marketing managers at the
Burton Group could, for example, offer a special
promotion on suits to ☁all male cardholders aged 25 to 40
who have previously made a major purchase from a
Burton store, but who have not made such a purchasefor
at least 12 months☂.
Many of the cards permit cash borrowing, and this may
be a goodindication that a particular customer may be
receptive to a promotion for a personal loan or another
financial service. G E Capital puts considerable effort into
identifying such customers. So-called consensus
groupings have in the past proved very effective for
targeting financial promotions. Theillustration shows two
promotions for an identical personal loan: the one on the
tight (designed to looklike a serious contract) is targeted
at the ☁connoisseur☂ consensus grouping, and the one on
the left at the ☁carefree☂ group. However, the appropriate
grouping can be determined only by asking the customer
a series of questions aboutattitudes and aspirations, and
GE Capital cannot legally store these responses onits
database. An attempt was madeto predict the consensus
grouping from other, legally stored, information, but results
were not sufficiently accurate to be usable.
All new card applications are now ☁grouped☂ using the
Acorn and Mosaic postcode-based systems, which help in
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targeting promotionsto particular incomeor☁lifestyle☂
groups. However, the company has foundthat analysis of
its own data on past patterns of card usage produces
better results for predicting responses to a promotion.
Direct-mail promotions are more expensive than might be
imagined, but by using sophisticated statistical techniques
(such as multiple linear regression) to developtargeting
response models, the company found that it was able to
achieve similar volumes of response, typically for half thecost.
The final use of the customer databaseis for cross-selling
opportunities between the different retail chains in the
Burton Group, based on analysis of purchasing data. For
example, if a Top Shop (young female fashion) account
starts to tail off and the cardholder is past her mid-20s,
she may be offered a card for one of the other chains
aimed at a more mature customer ♥ Dorothy Perkins or
Principles, for example.
In building the integrated card-management system
relatively recently, BGFS had the undoubted advantage of
starting with a clean sheet of paper. From a technical
viewpoint, it saw a clear need to usea relational
database. The Model 204relational database package
was selected, to run on IBM hardware. The company
attributes muchofits current capability to that decision.
Marketing managers within G E Capital have direct access
to the database. They create their own ☁segments☂ of the
database by searching against specific criteria, often on
an iterative basis. Whenthey are satisfied with the
segments created, they can pass these over to the direct
mail department, without the need to involve the systems
department.
The software menus on each user☂s terminal are
dynamically constructed to offer only the functions that a
particular user requires. The system is very fast in
operation, reflecting the powerful indexing capabilities
of Model 204. Most marketing enquiries can be
answered from the indexes, without searching the
databaseitself.
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investment is now payingoff, by making high-
precision marketing possible.
Not all organisations view intimate customer
knowledgeas a good thing, however. One major
supermarket chain that we spoke to claimed
that customers valued the anonymity of
supermarkets, and stated, ☁☁We have nointention of ☁crossing the Rubicon☂ ♥ treatingcustomers as individuals ♥ without some
extremely careful research into its con-sequences.☂☂ Anotherretailing group suggestedthat it carefully nurtured a service image, and
that such brash marketing techniques couldpotentially damage that image. These views maywell be valid, but we believe that they over-estimate public objections. Many organisations
that use their databases for direct mail offertheir customers the option not to receivepromotions. Although peoplelike to complainabout junk mail, they seldom take the no-promotion option.

Precision marketing requires a means ofcommunicating with specific groups ofunknown customers
The most powerful new tools for identifyingpotential customers (consumers, rather thanbusinesses) are the geodemographic data-bases ♥ comprehensive mailing lists thatcategorise neighbourhoods according to averageage, income,orlifestyle information. The UnitedKingdom probably leadsthefield in this respect,on account of its relatively sophisticatedpostcode system, and its regulatory homo-geneity, although such databases are also welldeveloped in the United States and theNetherlands. Figure 2.5 describes how the twomarket leaders in UK geodemographic databasesare constantly striving to find new Ways ofinferring the lifestyles of householders.
Oncepotential customers have been identified,the options for communicating with them arewidening from thetraditional channels of directmail and telephone marketing. Conventionalmedia, such as print and television, canincreasingly be used to target specific sectionsof the public. Desktop publishing systems, forexample, have changed the economics of small-circulation magazines, andsatellite technologyis already heralding the age of 100-channeltelevision reception. Although this fragment-ation is hurting some of the long-standing

10

players, it offers increasing precision toadvertisers.
Somepublishers are taking this further with theconcept of customised publications, and itsequivalent in television ♥ ☁narrowcasting☂. Amajor farming magazine in the United Statesnow customises someofits sections accordingto the type andsize of the reader☂s farm. In1990, both Time and Newsweek announcedtheirintention to facilitate personalised advertisingfor the subscription copies of their magazines♥ a concept that would have been unthinkablewithout sophisticated information technology.At the crudestlevel, these advertisements couldaddress the customer by name, or list thenearest distributorsto the reader☂s home. At themore sophisticated level, the advertisementscould betailored to the assumed aspirations ofindividual readers.
Facsimile is another channelthatlendsitself toautomated and personalised communications,although thereis increasing concern about ☁junkfax☂, and somecountries are startingto legislateagainstit.
In the future, it is not inconceivable that newgenerationsof cable television technology willenable two neighbours to watch the samefilmon their televisions, yet see different advertise-ments. Brand Y of margarine will target itsadvertisements at those currently believed tobe buying Brand X, and will even be able tomonitor the effectivenessofits campaign usingthe point-of-sale systems at the local super-market.

Information technology can helpsuppliers to generate the rightproducts for their customers
While information technology can help suppliersto find the right customers for their products,this must be seen as a stepping stone, not thefinal objective. The organisations that emergefrom the 1990sin the strongest position will bethose that successfully transform their approachinto generating the right products for theirpotential customers. Selling one product at oneprice to one million customersis the metaphorof the past. Selling one million different pro-ductsat one million different prices to those onemillion different customersis the metaphorfor
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Most UK companies using precision marketing subscribe
to the services of either CACI or CCN Marketing (in many
cases both) ♥ the leaders in geodemographic databases.
Both make extensive use of the postcode system ♥ in the
United Kingdom, one postcode covers an averageofjust
20 houses. User organisations can access the databases
in a variety of ways ♥ from a one-off classification of their
customer databases, to a cut-downversion of the
database running on their own PCs,to a full-scale licence
to use the database on their own mainframes.
CACI☂s Acorn (A Classification Of Residential
Neighbourhoods) was built around the 1981 national
census data. (The 1991 census data will not become
available until 1993, and CACI believes that the
following one could well be Europe-wide.) Acorn
classifies all postcodes into one of 39 types of
accommodation.
CCN is owned by Great Universal Stores, and was set up
to provide credit referencesfor its catalogueselling.It is
now the largest consumercredit reference agency, and is
moving into providing business information. CCN
Marketing was formed whenthe originator of Acorn
moved from CACI to CCN to set up a competitor that
capitalised on CCN☂s knowledgeof credit status and
credit volume by geographical area. CCN Marketing also
teamed up with SPA Marketing Systems Ltd, which had
detailed mapsofretail catchment areas. The result is
Mosaic, a database that classifies all postcodes into one of
58 types of accommodation, such as purpose-built private
flats, or high-status retirement areas. 
Figure 2.5 Precision marketing has created new business opportunities for geodemographic databases

For both CACI and CCN Marketing, the new emphasis for
the 1990sis classification bylifestyle rather than by
accommodation type. CACI☂s Acorn Lifestyles database
and CCN☂s Persona both identify around 20 basic lifestyle
types, although the two sets are not equivalent. To make
them easier to remember, Persona☂s are described by 20
cliché phrasessuchas☁golf clubs and Volvos☂ forlifestyle 01.
New ways are constantly being soughtboth to refine the
information in the databases, and to find new ways of
exploiting it. CACI☂s Monica attempts to predict the age of
householders from their Christian names (whichit acquired
by purchasing localelectoral registers), on the basis that
names come and goin fashion. The more namesin a
household, the better the accuracy:it transpires that Joan
and Arthur really are a retired couple, while Darren and
Tracy are in their early twenties.
Retail store location and floorspace planning (how much
spaceto allocate to clothes versus furniture) are examples
of value-added applications. CCN☂s Checkout derivesits
input from the National Shoppers Survey, which receives
some 2.5 million responses annually. For any postcode,it
can now predictthefirst- and second-choice shopping
locations, weekly expenditure on groceries, and the stated
sensitivity to different factors such as price, quality, and
choice. This information, combined with a digitised road
map that specifies driving times, can be used to optimise
the location of new stores. Furthermore, using statistical
techniques to extract the significant factors, Checkout can
be used to generate realistic monthly targets for individual
existing stores.   

the future. Information technology has the
potential to make this concept a reality.

Customising the product
Customised products andservicesare notatall
new:double-glazed replacement windows and
bespoke suits are madeto order, as are the most
exclusive cars. What is new is the combination
of customised specification with the benefits of
mass production, where the economiesofscale
permit massive research and developmentcosts
and optimised manufacturing techniques.
In Japan, Toyota now claimsthat it can deliver
a car to a customer☂s address within eight
working daysof the order being placed ♥ built
to specification, with over 1,500 option con-
figurations. The manufacturing logistics were
sorted out years ago, but until recently, the
ordering and delivery processes added weeksto
the total time. The order/manufacturing/
delivery chain is only as strong as its weakest
link, however, and managing the flow of
information from order through to delivery
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becomesas important as optimising individual
stages along the way. Toyota☂s new objective
is four days ♥ a customer whotelephoneshis
order on Mondayshould beable to take delivery
on Friday.

The next sector to adopt this combination of
mass production and customised specification
will almost certainly be white goods ♥ washing
machines, ovens,and refrigerators. Building to
order allows manufacturers to extend their
range from 10 models to 100 or 1,000, without
tying up their resources in stockholdings ♥
many retailers can no longer afford to stock
every possible model.

In general, the higher the ☁information content☂
of a product, the greater the potential for
customisation through information technology.
A major American academic book publisheris
considering moving to fully customised
coursebooks: course lecturers will be mailed
with the contents pages of each ofthetitles that
the company publishes on, say, accountancy.

ll
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tomers ♥ theretailers ♥ for packaging: bubblepacks, four for the price of three, specialpromotions, andso on.

Lecturers can select relevant chapters from any
of the books,to suit their own course, and the
publisher will then producea limited print runof the customised compendiumespecially for

ishment. 3 ,nhaestabietmic Customising the priceThe customising of products requires substantialinvestment, andit is not guaranteed to work.Figure 2.6 tells the story of a financial servicescompanythat customisedits products from theoutset, but that failed to achieve the volumesneeded. Part of the problem was the difficultyof communicating the real differences betweenthe products.

Customised pricing means varying the priceaccording to demand,rather than to the cost tothe supplier. However, the public can react verynegatively to the concept that the price for afixed product orservice varies in time,or region,or even from customer to customer. A localgovernment authority came up with thebrilliantidea of varying the entry price to its open-airswimming pool according to the temperature,but founditself facing an uproar in the town,and the scorn ofthe national press. Thefactis,however,that in manysectors, variable pricingis taken for granted: a telephonecall costs morein the morningthanin the evening, train ticketsmaychangeprice in off-peak hours, and in theeconomysection of a 747,it is highly unlikelythat two people sitting next to each other paidthe sameprice for their seats.

Customising the packaging
Customising the product to suit the demandsofindividuals also means customising the price andthe packaging. Packaging is easier. A majormanufacturer oflight bulbs can now distributebulbs to any point in Europe in 48 hours. Theproduct is standard and requires no customi-sation, but the manufacturer has to be highlyflexible in meeting the demands of its cus-

 Figure 2.6 Despite sophisticated telemarketing and customised Product design, onefinancial services companyfailed to achieve its business plan |

Even companies that embrace the conceptof theelectronic marketplace wholeheartedly are not The marketing side was equally sophisticated, makingextensive use of campaign-managementsoftware.It hadaguaranteed success. During the course of our researchin 1990, one of the companies that we had beenobserving ceased trading. The Savings Corporation wasestablished in the United Kingdom tosell savings productsto consumers, using both direct marketing and agencies.From the outset, the company made extensive use ofinformation technology, both for product design and formarketing.
The products were a series of savings plans that haddifferent degreesofrisk, expected return, paybackperiods, andtax implications, each with a strong brandimage, and designed to appealto different sectors of thepopulation. In fact, the products represented differentpermutations and combinations of a base set of unit trustfunds and financial instruments managed by establishedthird parties, but unseen to the customers. The SavingsCorporation's sophisticated computer systems wouldsimply translate a payment or withdrawal on a customer'saccountinto its component parts on the managedfunds.If customers wantedto transfer their funds from oneof thebranded savings products to another, as their aspirationschanged, the process was straightforward. Although onlysix different branded products were Promoted, TheSavings Corporation's systems would ultimately haveallowed products to be designed to each individual'srequirements. 

fully integrated telemarketing system that displayedpersonal and product details as a sales call was beingmade. The system incorporated an expert advisor, whichthrougha series of Prompted questions, attempted to inferthe so-called ☁consensus grouping☂ of the prospect ♥Connoisseur, pragmatist,traditionalist, carefree, and so on.From this analysis, the advisor would prompt thetelemarketing operator with the most suitable of thebranded savings products to promote to the respondent,based on past successrates.
So where did the operation go wrong? It would be amistake to look for a simplistic answer. Success washeavily dependent both upon continued support from theUS parent (which was not forthcoming), and upon thePrevailing economicclimate in the United Kingdom. Onespecific problem, acknowledged by the marketingdepartment, was the difficulty of communicating thedifferences between the branded products. The lawforbids projections of expected earnings on a speculativefund, and risk cannot be sold as a benefit. Thus, althoughthe products represented a real spectrum from low-risk/low-return to high-risk/high-return, the brochures andsales pitch had to be wordedin ☁homogenised☂ only-good-news language. The moral, if there is one, is thatCustomised products, pricing, or delivery mechanisms areonly as good astheir Perceived benefits to the customer.   
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Some instances of variable pricing are more
subtle: a 1.3 litre and 1.6 litre version of a family
saloon cost virtually the same to manufacture.
The wide range of engines and interior
specifications is largely a device to enable the
manufacturer to sell the customera car at the
price he can afford. The early days of the
computer industry contained some extreme
examples: one Foundation member recalled
paying a substantial sum for an upgradeto his
mainframe. When the engineerarrived, far from
adding any new circuit boards, he merely
removeda link, thus increasing the speed of the
processor.

Customised pricing can be introduced suc-
cessfully, but it does require an understanding
of the subtleties of price-demand curves. As
Figure 2.7 illustrates, the more points that a
supplier can place on the price-demandcurve,
the greater the potential revenue.It is essential,
however, to ensure that those whowill pay the
higher price do not purchase at a lowerprice.
This can be achieved either by dealing with
customers individually (by direct mail or
 

Figure 2.7 By putting more price points on the
demand curve, suppliers can
increase their revenue
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through telemarketing, for example), or by
packaging the lower-priced versions of the
product so that they are unattractive to those
whowill pay a higherprice.
One of the more general impacts of the appli-
cation of information technology to marketing
is that it will start to bring together the disci-
plines of economics and business management.
In the past, when economists have talked of
supply and demand curves, they have had to
deal in abstractions. Using information tech-
nology to control micro fluctuationsin pricing,
it becomespracticable to measurefactors like
demandelasticity directly. A new possibility is
☁electronic couponing☂ ♥ in the future, monthly
storecard statements may well contain messages
such as: ☁Try our new tandoori chicken during
July using your storecard, and we☂ll deduct
50 cents from the displayed price☂. Your
neighbour may receive the same message, but
with a 25-cent or a 75-cent reduction ♥ enabling
the store to test the exact demandelasticity for
the new product.
Supermarkets, some of which already operate
regional pricing policies, may soon be varying
their prices during the course of the day.
Consumers are demanding higher levels of
service, but within Europe, labouravailability
is falling owing to changing population demo-
graphics. Since staffing levels are at least
partially determined by peak loadingrates, |
supermarkets will be seeking to even out the
peaks in demand. One methodis to encourage
more people to shop in the off-peak hours such
as mid-afternoon, by reducing the price on a
wide range of goods.
The enabling technology for this is called
electronic shelf-edge pricing(or electronic shelf
tagging). One of the dozen or so commercial
systems now being tested by major super-
markets in the United States and Europe is
pictured in Figure 2.8, overleaf. It replaces the
conventionalplastic shelf-edge price labels with
liquid crystal displays. The displays are updated
remotely, via radio signals, infra-red, a cable
running along the shelf, or in one case, by
signals encodedinto theflickering of fluorescent
lighting. The motivation behind electronic shelf
tagging is more mundane than customised
pricing;it is to ensure that the price on the shelf
is consistent with the price on the checkout
systems. Discrepancies have resulted both in
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Figure 2.8 Electronic shelf tagging will ultimately

makeit possible for supermarket
Prices to be varied according
to the time of day

 

  (Source: Retail Electronics Limited)
 

bad publicity and lawsuits. Once a supermarkethasthe possibility to make instantaneouspricechanges with minimal effort, however, moredynamic pricing will be the consequence.

Yield management will becomeboth possible and necessaryfor many suppliers
Yield managementis a technique for maximisingrevenue from a fixed resource, by optimising themix of high-price, low-demanditems with low-price, high-demand items. The technique waspioneeredbytheairlines. Within the economysection of a 747, a single airline can typicallyoffer 20 or 30 different fare classes: fulleconomy, apex, super apex, round-the-world,and a variety of group rates. The physicalproduct is the same, but the fare classes aredistinguished bylargelyartificial means, suchas constraints on advance booking and changesto travel arrangements. The task of the yield

14

managersis to allocate the numberofseats toeachfare class, often changing the make-up ona day-to-daybasis. The decisions are critical ♥they entail evaluatingthe risk of turning downbookings today in the expectation of futurebookings at a higher rate, for example. Yield-management departments employ powerfulstatistical tools to extract patterns from previousbooking records, and hence, project demandforfuture flights. Figure 2.9 describes an advancedsystem, called Airline Marketing Tactician,which uses the new technology of neuralnetworks to improve the accuracy of itsforecasts.
Interest in yield management is widening ♥ itis already the subject of internationalconferences. Othersectors of the transport andtravel industries are the first to bite. In bothFrance and the Netherlands, the nationalrailways are seeking new ways to increase thesophisticationof their services to compete withthe airlines, and yield management is oneconcept underconsideration. Hotel room salesand car rentals are other promising areas.
Yield managementhas been largely associatedwith perishable goods ♥ anairline seat has zerovalue after the plane has taken off ♥ but theapplication is far wider. We believe that duringthe 1990s, the technique will be applied in awide rangeof sectors, from manufacturing toretail, and from financial services to health care.It is really the logical extension to the conceptsdiscussed above ♥ of tailoring a supplier☂s offerto the demands of the marketplace, throughfragmented product ranges and pricingstructures. To identify potential applications,itis helpful to distinguish static yield managementfrom dynamic yield management.
Yield management can be staticor dynamic
A good example ofstatic yield managementisthe allocation of floorspace in a departmentstore. The aim is to optimise the allocation offloorspace between food, fashion, andfurnishings,say, according to the demographicdistribution ofthestore☂s catchmentarea. Suchexercises are carried out infrequently.
Dynamic yield management is both moredifficult and more rewarding.It entails changingthe offer on a frequent basis, not only to
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Figure 2.9 New technologies such as neural networks can increase the sophistication of yield management

Airline Marketing Tactician (AMT) is a yield-management
system forairlines, developed by a small US-based
entrepreneurial company called BenavHeuristic. The
package runs on a high-performance Apple Macintosh,
and downloads the data that it needs from anairline☂s
mainframe computer reservation system. AMT advises the
airline☂s yield manager, on a daily basis if required, of the
optimalallocation of different fare classes within each
flight, in order to maximise the expected revenue.
AMT is more advanced than most yield-management
systems. Simulated neural networks (discussed in detail in
Report 73, Emerging Technologies) extract patterns from
past records of customer booking patterns,taking into
account the destination of the flight, the time of day, the
week and year, and the number of competitors☂ flights on
the same route. Neural networks are able to identify far
more sophisticated patterns than conventionalstatistical
techniques. The output from the networkis fed into a
linear programming module that calculates the optimal mix
of fare classes on a day-by-day basis.
AMTis written in the object-oriented language, Smalitalk.
Apart from being well suited to the internal operation of
the package,this also facilitated the developmentof a
sophisticated graphical user interface. In view of the vast
amountof data presented by AMT, BehavHeuristic felt
that a highly graphical display was essential.
A partial recreation of a typical AMT display is shown
below (the companyis very sensitive concerning actual

reproduction of its displays). Window 1 displays the
system's forecast for the take-up of each fare class (Y,
GRX, and so on) between the current date and the date
of the flight, based on past booking patterns. Window 2
showsthe current bookings and estimated final bookings
for each class, together with the predicted numberof ☁no-
shows☂ on the day of departure.It also showsthat,
currently, four more seats have been allocated for sale
than exist on the aeroplane. In fact, one of the functions of
yield managementis to optimise this level of overbooking
to allow for no-shows on the day while minimising the risk
of having to deny boarding (small comfort to anyone who
has had the experience). Window 3 usesthis information,
plus a linear programming algorithm, to recommend
today☂s changesto the allocation of fare classes.
Window 4 is a very new concept ♥ it displays the
expected revenue for each of the remaining unbooked
seats on the aeroplane. This information, unavailable to
most airlines, could provide an accurate basis from which
to make discretionary deals in the days up to take-off.
BehavHeuristic is not finding the sophisticated conceptof
AMTeasyto sell, despite its claim that it can increase seat
revenues by between 10 and 15 per cent. Canadian
National wasthefirst airline to use the package. Not
surprisingly, other airlines are reluctant to pay the
$250,000 to $750,000licence fee to a small company with
no guarantee of continuity. BehavHeuristic must be
credited with confidence in its product, however.It says
that it is prepared to waive most of the licence fee for a
share in the airline's increased seat revenue.
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respond to gradual changesin the marketplace,but also to small fluctuations in demandresulting from factors such as the weather,competitors☂ activities, or even from film andtelevision programming (major drinks manu-facturers now monitor television schedules verycarefully).
Retailers probably stand to gain the most fromdynamic yield management. In Japan, SevenEleven operates some 4,000 retail outlets, themajority of them franchised, and manyof themvery small. A critical element of Seven Eleven☂soperation is a sophisticated electronic net-work ♥ thetills are linked directly to thedistribution warehouses, and each store receivesthree deliveries a day. Asa consequence, SevenEleven is now able to managethe stores☂ shelveson a dynamicbasis: the same shelf might containmilk in the morning, TV dinnersin the evening,and milk again the next morning, yielding farhigher revenues than a fixed allocation.
In Europe, some major out-of-town stores arestarting to encourage their suppliers to yield-manage their ownstock: the store specifies tothe supplier the yield that it expects from theshelf space allocated, and the supplier controlsthe products stocked on thoseshelves to achievethatyield, or findshis allocation reduced. Black& Deckerhas invested heavily in a distributionnetwork that it refers to as ☁the invisible hand☂.When a customertakes anelectric drill off theshelf, an ☁invisible hand☂ replaces it andgenerates orders all the way through the

16

distribution chain to the manufacturingplant,In the long run,suchprecise control would makedynamic managementof the stock possible: ifa sunny weekend is predicted, the homedecorating and maintenance products would betaken off the shelves and be replaced bygardening implements.
Yield managementis not universally applicable,however. While variable pricing seems to havepresentedlittle problem to the airlines, applyingthe sameprinciple to package-holiday prices hasproved trickier, perhaps because customershave a whole week to compare prices with eachother. Another constraint is where the resourceis used for secondary purposes, such as☁overfacing☂ in supermarkets ♥ that is, givinga product additional space for promotionalpurposes. Supermarkets report that althoughtheir customers buy more of the supermarket☂sown brand, the concept of free choice ispsychologically important. Devoting more than40 per centof the shelf space to own brands canactually reducesales. Such constraints need tobe plannedinto the system, and tested fromtime to time.

For companies to survive the 1990s, they needto maketheirofferings increasingly dynamic innature. This is a theme to which wereturn inChapter 6. For the moment, weare going tochange direction, for if electronic marketingoffers the potential to strengthen the hand ofsuppliers, its counterpart, electronic purchasing,is going to strengthen the hand of customers.
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If electronic marketing can strengthen the hand
of suppliers, the advent of electronic purchasing
will strengthen the hand of customers.
Electronic marketing is probably familiar to
more companies than electronic purchasing, but
the latter is every bit as real. Organisations need
to understand the implications of electronic
purchasing for two reasons ♥ to maketheir own
purchasing more effective, and to anticipateits
use by their own customers.
The changing business environmentis placing
new pressures on the purchasing function.
Product life cycles are being reduced. Greater
emphasis is being placed on quality. Thereis
pressure to reduce the levels of stocks held at
each stage in the supply chain. One result has
been the gradual polarisation of purchasing into
strategic purchasing and spot purchasing.
Strategic purchasing implies the establishment
of a long-term relationship with one or a few
suppliers, and facilitates better coordination and
control ♥ for example, car manufacturers
buying in suspension subassemblies. Spot
purchasing implies going to the market for
competing bids each time a purchasehas to be
made. Typical examples include the purchase
of business stationery and minor plant
components. Spot purchasingfacilitates buying
at the best price.
In deciding whetherstrategic or spot purchasing
is more appropriate, the two most important
factors are usually the specificity of the
requirement (the extent to which the product
is standard or must be madeto an organisation☂s
specific requirements), and the extent to which
the purchaseis critical to the organisation. The
differences between strategic and spot
purchasingare represented in Figure 3.1. Each
type of purchasing requires different kinds of
support. New developments in information
technology can offer new kinds of support to
both types. Furthermore, these developments
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Figure 3.1 Purchasing can generally be classified
as strategic or spot

Incidental [7
Spot purchasing:
♥ Shorter contracts
♥ Many suppliers

compared

Importance |
of purchase |   Critical |

Specific
== =]
Standard

Requirements   
will tend to shift the traditional boundary
between strategic and spot purchasing.

In strategic purchasing, information
technology will enable customers
to exploit supplier relationships
better
Developmentsin information technology enable
customersto exploit strategic supplier relation-
ships better. Electronic channels can help
customers obtain products better matched to
their requirements and gain other benefits from
working moreclosely with their suppliers, such
as reduced componentdelivery times, improved
quality and timeliness of delivery, greater flexi-
bility, and reduced costs.

Designs can be more closely matched
to requirements
Design information can now be exchanged
between computer-aided design systems,
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enabling design data to be transferred between
organisations (and within organisations,
between design offices) much more quickly and
cheaply. Ford of Europeestimates that, by 1991,
it will be electronically exchanging some 14,000
drawings each day betweenits European design
offices, and with its principal suppliers. As a
consequence,suppliers of major components are
nowable to work much moreclosely with carmanufacturersto tailor the design to the preciserequirement. Product development times can
also be substantially reduced.
One of the major objectives of the US Depart-ment of Defense☂s CALS (Computer-AidedAcquisition and Logistics Support) programme,describedin Figure 3.2, is to improve the qualityof the design of weapons systems by ensuringthat all relevant areas of expertise are involvedin the design and procurement processes.
In the simplest cases, where the supplierprovideslittle or no design expertise, supplierstraditionally make products from drawingssupplied by the customer. This occurs, forexample, in the manufacture of some garmentsfor majorretail chains. In manycases, decisionson the production processes are left largely to

the supplier. Customers can now communicatetheir requirements directly, in the form of datato drive numerically controlled machine tools.Although the main motivation maybeincreasedefficiency, it results in the customer☂s exercisingmore control over the production process aswell.

Information technology enables customersto get better service from their suppliers
The benefits of automating the exchange oforders, invoices, and other standard businessmessages between organisations and theirsuppliers are now well known.Electronic datainterchange (EDI) enables customers to get amore rapid response to their orders by elimi-nating delaysin the physical communication ofthe order and its entry into the supplier☂ssystem. It helps eliminate errors from theordering process, and saves costs by eliminatingduplicated activities ♥ for example,data entry.(We described these benefits in detail inReport 59, Electronic Data Interchange.)
EDI and related technologies can also makemore fundamental changes possible. Byreducing the errorsin the ordering process, and
 

The US Department of Defense (DoD) has adopted aStrategy for Computer-Aided Acquisition and LogisticsSupport (CALS). The strategy is designed to transformdefence procurement from being an excessively Ppaper-intensive processto a totally electronic Operation. TheDoDis driven by four priorities:
♥ The need to cut costs while maintaining militarycapability.
♥ The need to shorten developmentcycles for weaponssystems.
♥ Pressures to take a wider rangeoffactors intoaccountin the specification of already complexweaponssystems.
♥ Thedesire to involve more contractors in each projectand to make projects less dependent on any onesupplier.
CALS aims to remove the need to exchange paperdocuments and to replace them with electronic datatransfer. (The 22 tons of paper neededfor themaintenance and operation of a submarine would bereplaced by an optical disc.) The objectives are to reducethe cost of weapons acauisition Programmes by 50 percent and to shorten their 10-year timescales.
An extension of CALS, CALS Concurrent Engineering, isintended to overcome the problems of current approaches 
Figure 3.2 The US Departmentof Defense has adopted a strategy to make procurementa totally electronic process

to the design of weaponssystems, which focus on primefunction while neglecting such factors as reliability andmaintainability. The classic ♥ and true ♥ example of theproblem with the current design processesis the tankwith an enginethat lasts, on average, 18 hours.Production engineers, maintenance specialists, andothers need to beinvolvedin the design process, whilethe processisitself speeded up and the documentationreduced.
The DoD would like to be able to involve specialistorganisations at each stage of the production cycle,ifappropriate, rather than commit to a single contractor fordesign, manufacture, and maintenance.It also wants toreduceits continuing dependence on a single supplierOverthelifetime of a weapons system, which can be25 years.
To achieve these objectives, the DoD will have to haveaccess to a much widerrange of information thanhitherto, systematically codified in standard forms thatfacilitate easy access and rapid transfer betweenorganisations.It is adopting a range of open systemsstandards, and drawing up specifications of the wayinformation should be structured for submission to theDoD.It will also require all design, development,production, and maintenanceinformation to be held onshared databases.   
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by providing sufficiently rapid feedback for
managementto be able to identify deficiencies
in ordering and dispatching procedures, EDI
enables purchasing managers to achieve major
improvementsin the quality of supply. GPT, the
British telecommunications equipment manu-
facturer, has instituted a programmeof this
kind. It is establishing an approved list of
suppliers, who have preferential access to
business from GPT. To be put on thelist, and
to stay on it, suppliers have to achieve 100 per
cent accuracy and timeliness in meeting orders.
EDI makes such goals feasible.
The adoption of just-in-time purchasing and
delivery techniques can substantially reduce
costs and improve flexibility. Just-in-time
implies a reduction of stocks, and thenceof the
working capital tied up in them: materials are
supplied as they are required. The materials
concerned may be componentsin the case of a
manufacturer, or finished goods in the case of
a retailer. Just-in-time typically requires
excellent communications between customer
and supplier.

Closer interworking can change the
nature of individual organisations
The development and exploitation of strategic
partnerships has consequences for both cus-
tomers and suppliers. Closer interworking
dramatically increases the level and range of
information that needs to be exchanged.
Customers must makesales-planning and fore-
casting information available to their suppliers
to ensure that they are better prepared to meet
requirements as they develop. Some major
retailers are even sharing data from their
electronic point-of-sale systems with certain
suppliers.
Suppliers need more sophisticated management
information systems, such as material require-
ments planning and computer-integrated
manufacturing, to cope with the greater
responsiveness and flexibility demanded by
their customers. They will also have to ensure
that their own suppliers are equally responsive.
One corollary of closer working with a few
strategic suppliers, and the move to more
information-technology-intensive methods of
trading,is that customersare rationalising their
supplier lists and decreasing the numbers of
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suppliers with whomthey do business. Suppliers
unable to convert to EDI or to implement the
systems needed to support just-in-time delivery
will lose the business.

In spot purchasing, information
technology can improve
purchasing power
While spot purchasing holds the attraction of
buying at the market☂s best price, its major
disadvantage is the cost and effort of searching
for potential suppliers and comparing their
offerings, and the uncertainty that this brings.
The key to better spot purchasingis therefore
reducing the cost of search and comparison, and
increasingits effectiveness. This is true whether
the commodity being purchasedis engineering
components, insurance, or foreign currency.
Four different kinds of systems facilitate
different aspects of competitive purchasing.

Locator systems enable customers to
find suppliers of specified products
Locator systems are useful for products where
the customerhas a widechoice of specifications,
or for categories of products that contain a wide
range of items. The customer needsto identify
the supplier, or supply location, from which he
can obtain the precise product he requires.
Examplesinclude systemsthat help airlines find
sources of urgently required spare parts for
aircraft, and that help architects and other
building professionals find sources of materials
to fit out building interiors.
Somelocator services are aimed at the consumer
rather than at business users. In the United
States, the Comp-U-Card service will advise
subscribers of the stores that can supply a
specified household product, and their
advertised prices. In several countries, potential
house buyers can search databases for
properties that match their requirements,
specified in terms of size, location, and price
range.

Quotation systems obtain comparative
price quotations
Quotation systems are most useful where
products are available from multiple suppliers,
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and price is a major factor in the purchasing
decision, but where the requirements can be
specified in a relatively standardised format.
Such systems are particularly well suited to
financial products andservices; their application
in the retail insurance sector in the United
Kingdomis describedin Figure 3.3. Many of themost widely used financial information services
are quotation services, such as those that quote
foreign exchangerates, or prices for securitiesin which aninstitution makes a market.
Withall quotation systems, as defined here, thetransactionitself is completed using some othermedium. Sometimes, this is because completionrequires additional activities that cannot readilybe handled online. Deals in the foreign exchangemarkets, for example, are often completed onthe telephone: the rates quoted online areindicative only, and the actual rate for aparticular transaction has to be negotiated.However, in many cases, the reason for the

separationis largely historical, and screen-basedordering will be a natural development.
Tendering systems enable largeorganisations to publicise their
requirements
Tendering systems are particularly well suitedto public-sector organisations that need toemploy formal competitive tendering pro-cedures and that place a high volume ofcontracts. The European Commission operatesa databaseof public-sector requests for tender,which can be accessed by potential suppliersthroughout the community. Supplynet, a pro-curement network used by the government ofWestern Australia (see Figure 3.4), is not onlyreducingthecost of supplies to the government,but helpinglocal industry as well. In the UnitedStates, an organisation called CBD SearchServices takes the Commerce Business Daily (anewspaperof 64 tightly packed pages describing
 

insurance companies

In the United Kingdom, mostinsurancefor privateindividuals is sold through insurance brokers ♥intermediaries whoare either small independent operators,Or companies that operate a chain ofretail outlets. PolicyMaster is a companythat specialises in providing systemsfor the insurance industry. It provides standalone Quotationsystems for brokers, and in addition, has recentlydeveloped two new products exploiting online connectionsbetween brokers and insurance companies.
Quotation systems
Policy Master provides software that enables a broker togenerate and compare quotes from a range of insurancecompanies.It offers packages covering private motorvehicle, commercial vehicle, home and contents, andlifeand pensions policies. The broker enters details of theprospect, andis presented with

a

list of the premiumsQuoted by different insurance companies, rankedaccording to price.
The broker can preselect the insurance companies to beincluded in the comparisons; thefull list of motor insurersincludes some 120 companies and 220 different insuranceschemes. Brokers typically choose from a subset of about12 companies, but may use several subsets for differenttypes of business. They will run a comparison of thefullset of companiesif they cannot get a satisfactoryquotation from a subset, and periodically, as aManagement exercise. The software is updated once amonth to include new rates supplied by the insurancecompanies, Previously, brokers had to work from Printedfate guides, backed up bytelephone Quotations; typically,they would comparetwoorthree quotes onthis basis,although they knew by experience which were likely to bethe best companies for particular types of business. 
Figure 3.3 A systems house Provides software that enables insurance brokers to compare quotations from different

Systems of this kind enable brokers to offer theircustomers a better service, but the costs are Significant.Increasing computerisation favours brokers whosell thefull range of types ofinsuranceto their clients, and thelarger operators, who can better afford the investment.
Validated-business systemsUp to 40 percent of personal insurance proposals areinitially rejected, usually because oferrors. Policy Masterhas recently developed additional software modules thatcheck a proposalto seeif it can be accepted by aninsurance company.It is Currently concludingfinalagreements with the insurance companies to allow it torelease the software to the brokers. A Proposalwill thenbe sent by EDIto the relevant insurance company overthe IBM Information Network, IBM's managed datanetworkservice.
The advantagesfor the brokerwill be the ability to confirmacceptanceof the proposal at once, and indeed, to havethe policy printed out while the client is in the office. Inaddition, brokers are likely to receive a higher commissionfor validated business.
Insurer maintrame enquiry servicesThe network connection to insurance Company systemswill enable brokers to access online enquiry servicesProvided by the companies ♥ for example, to check onthe progress of claims, and to reconcile accounts relatingto commission payments. At present, brokers have to getthis information from local branches of the insurancecompany. The direct access service will enable them toProvide a better service to their clients by giving a morefapid response and being available outside the insurancecompanies☂ office hours ♥ for example, on Saturdaymornings.  
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Figure 3.4 An Australian state government uses a
purchasing network both to reduceits
costs and to promotelocal industry

Supplynet is a procurement network managed by
Telecom Plus, the value-added services arm of Telecom
Australia. It is used by the government of Western
Australia for the procurement of supplies ranging from
stationery to protective clothing, for whichits total
annual budget is A$1.2 billion. It is based on a system
used successfully by the governmentof British Columbia
in Canada.
The Australian project represents the implementation of
a new supply strategy for the government of Western
Australia, completed in 1988, that aimed notonly to
reduce the costs of supplies, but also to encourage
smaller companies within Western Australia to participate
in the tendering.
There are three elements to Supplynet. Thefirst is a
comprehensive directory of government contacts for
different kinds of purchasing, and of suppliers and their
known capabilities. The second is a database that
provides information on government purchasing ♥ both
historical patterns and future plans. By providing such
advance warning, the government hopes that small
companieswill have a better opportunity to respond,
and indeed, to prepare creative solutions. The third
element is the tender-tracking system, which maintains a
list of tenders that are currently open, and allows
suppliers to register interest or to lodge proposals.
Plans exist to use Supplynet in other areas of
government, such as education, and to encourage the
take-up of the system by other Australian state
governments.  
 

open public-sector tenders) and placesit online
using a third-party software system called
Textract. Subscribers typically gain two days
additional notice of new tenders, which can
prove significant advantage on short-term
opportunities.

Purchasing systems allow customers
to place orders over the system
Purchasing systems differ from the other types
of systems described above in that they are
interactive and allow orders to be placed over
the system. An excellent example of the type
is Formtrac, a system for purchasing printed
stationery, described overleaf in Figure 3.5.
Although such systemsare still very much in
their infancy, it is our view that they will
becomeincreasingly widespread.
In all four of the types of system described
above, information technology reducesthe cost
and time needed to obtain information about
suppliers and their offerings, and to compare
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different offerings. In rapidly changing markets,
such as securities and foreign exchange,it is the
instantaneous response, together with the
ability to obtain truly simultaneous quotes, that
is the prime valueof electronic systems. In most
other markets,it is the reduced cost of searching
and comparing that brings the most value.
According to economic theory, the incremental
cost of locating a new supplier for a specified
product rises with each supplier found (because,
in effect, the prospective customer has to widen
the search each time), as does the cost of
comparing the new supplier☂s offer with those
already obtained. Conversely, the probability of
the new quote bettering the existing best one
falls as the number of quotes obtainedrises.
When the incremental cost equals or exceeds
the expected gain, the purchaser ceases search-
ing and plumpsfor the best quotation obtained
so far. It follows that if purchasing systems
reduce the cost of searching and comparing to
a fixed level (the fee charged by the system
operator), purchasers will end up buying at a
lower price, as illustrated in Figure 3.6, on
page 23.
Systemsthat facilitate spot purchasing therefore
have considerable implications for suppliers,
because they will increase the level of com-
petition operating within a particular sector.
Three other implications are worth noting:
♥ Spot purchasing systems lower the entry

barriers to a market. Provided that a new
supplier has something genuine to offer,
participation in a substantive purchasing
system provides many opportunities to
quote, without the need to maintain a large
sales staff.

♥ Product information must be more
standardised. Information is presented to
the purchaser in a standard form, and
therefore has to be provided by suppliers in
a standard format. In many industries, this
has been resisted by suppliers who do not
wish to facilitate comparisons. They see
an advantage in retaining their current
presentation format, in terms of branding,
maintaining a corporate identity; and the
presentational merits of their particular
approach. Some systems ♥ for example,
Formlink in the UK insurance market ♥ have
anticipated the need to incorporate brand
identity; while Formlink requires that crucial
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ISTEL Purchasing SystemsLtd is a recent venture by
AT&T ISTEL, a UK-based value-added data services
operator, and represents a significant advancein the |
application of information technology to spot purchasing.In 1987, the company decided to look for new ways tocombine its knowledgeofthe various industry sectors(such as pharmaceuticals and food) to whichit offeredsystems services with its knowledge of value-added dataservices. The paper/stationery market provided a goodmatch, so AT&T ISTEL developed Formtrac ♥ a network-based purchasing system for stationery.
Mostlarge users of printed stationery make theirpurchases through so-called independentdistributors whoare effectively brokers, but who in somecases, holdstocks for their clients. Formtracis notionally aimed atconnecting these brokersto print suppliers, although afew large purchasing organisations use Formtrac directly.Formtrac is, in essence, a system for handling supplierquotations and subsequent order processing. It alsoprovides considerable management information andadministrative functions such as ledgers and payments.lt was developed out of a PC-based product writtenoriginally by Standard Continuous, a stationery supplier.
The purchaser specifies his requirements byfilling in a setof standard forms on his screen (typically a PC with amodem to link into the network). The requirements may befor a fully customised set of forms, for a standard type ofform (for example, four-part continuous A4) but withcustomised artwork, or for an ex-stock product. Formtracimmediately advises the purchaser of the numberofsuppliers on its records that have the technical capabilityto perform the job ♥ based on 220standard productclassifications. The user then specifies which of thesesuppliers (possibly all of them) are to be sent an invitationto quote (ITQ) on the job.
The chosen suppliers will see the ITQ as incomingelectronic mail on their own screens. Those that choose torespondwill fill in a standard electronic quotation formSpecifying the price, delivery, and any constraints ordifferences from the required specification. The returnedquotations are collated by Formtrac and Presented to theoriginal user, ranked byprice.If there is a satisfactoryquote, the user mayinitiate an order through the system.Suppliers are advised how many other suppliers bid forthe job, but not who. In the event of an ITQ for a re-order,suppliers are advised of the value of their Previous quoteand where they were rankedin thefinal line-up. Severalsuppliers are apparently already investigating thepossibility of connecting their existing computerisedquotation systems directly into Formtrac and thus closing 
Figure 3.5 A new electronic purchasing system facilitates quoting for printed stationery

the loop.In the long term, it is conceivable that Formtracmay hold the quotation tables of suppliers inside thesystem (as is the case for the insurance networks,forexample).
An important component of Formtracis the concept of a☁trading relationship☂. When a new purchaseror suppliercomes onto the system, hesigns a series of individualtrading agreements with organisations that he chooses. Apurchaser can send an ITQ through the system to anysupplier, but that supplier will be advised whether he hasa trading agreement with the originator. Moreover, asupplier can return an electronic quote only to suchpartners (although he can send quotesto others byfacsimile). Companies are thus encouraged to have asmany trading agreements as possible. One of themotivations for this exercise is to discourage, as far aspossible, the generation of ☁phantom ITQs* (wherethere isno intention to order the product). AT&T ISTEL maintainsthat suppliers very quickly learn to spot genuine |TQs fromthe phantoms.
By mid-1990, Formtrac waslinked to 300 print suppliersand around 30 active users. The business-forms marketinthe United Kingdom is worth around £450 million ($900million) annually, and ISTEL Purchasing Systems☂ objectiveis to handle 10 per cent of this market within its first fullyear of operation.
If this target is even approached, Formtrac will make avery significant impact upon the business-forms market.The obvious beneficiary is the customer: by reducing theCost of obtaining comparable quotations to almost zero,the customeris bound to end up with more competitiveprices. There are, however, other implications, especiallyfor the independentdistributors (brokers). AlthoughFormtrac is being deliberately pitched at these distributors(AT&T ISTEL believesthatit is a mistake to try tointroduce a new technology and changethestructure ofan industry in one go), large organisations can andwilluse the system directly. While there are undoubtedly somedistributors whooffer a real value-added service to theirclients (such as warehousing or even anticipatedordering), those that do notface a difficult future.

Currently, the print suppliers also seem keen to get ontothe system becauseit represents the opportunity to bid formore business. Formtracis☂ likely to accelerate theweeding out process,astheefficient suppliers gain moreand more businessat the expenseof theinefficient ones.It may even generate new kinds of business opportunities:in Chapter 4, we make a prediction about how Purchasingsystemsof this kind will eventually accommodatesuppliers☂ offers as well as purchasers☂ requests.
 

information (includingprice)is presented ina standardised form, it allows suppliers toretain distinctive aspects of their presenta-tion on-screen,including graphics and logos.
♥ The role of price in the comparison isemphasised. As more suppliers are admittedto the comparison, the importanceof factors
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that can be conveyedin the space and formatavailable is enhanced. This applies especiallyto price. Although the suppliers and the pro-ducts for comparison are selected on othercriteria ♥ for example, specification ♥ ifseveral quotes meetthe requirementsfully,the final comparison will usually be madeon price.
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Figure 3.6 Information technology changes the illustrated in Figure 3.7. There are severaleconomics of purchasing reasons for this shift:
eoneioralpurchasing ♥ Purchasing systems reduce the time and

effort neededto locate alternative suppliers.
Within the electronics industry, many

Incremental cost of search smaller manufacturers purchase all their
and comparison commodity components (resistors, capaci-

Net tors, and so on) from a single supplier, simply
penert because the cost of comparing alternative
search sources of supply with a long list of minor
♥ sehdeeae components hastraditionally exceeded the

aa best price savings to be gained. Electronic systems to
ec facilitate spot purchasing of such com-

ponentsare nowbeingpiloted in the United
Number of suppliers compared States and other countries.

. ♥ Flexible manufacturing systems reduce the
Biecroniespurchasing overhead of tooling-up. Anothertraditional

reason for long-term supply relationships was
the high cost and time penalty associated
with a new supplier tooling-up for a new
product. The advent of flexible manufac-
turing systems and computerised numerically

 

Net __♥_xrected decrease inbenefit best price
from   
   search controlled machine tools has reduced that

overhead. Theability to exchange drawings
and engineering specifications over a net-rEgeeue work reducesit still further.

♥ Evolving EDI standards enable complex
delivery schedules to be established rapidly.
A further source of overhead in the past
came from the time taken for a new supplier
to become familiar with the customer☂s
requirementsfor delivery. Developments in
EDI now makeit increasingly possible to
transfer complex call-off schedules at the

Number of suppliers compared  
 

The impact of systems facilitating spot pur-
chasing on intermediaries ♥ organisations acting
insomecapacity between the purchaser and the
supplier ♥ is even more acute than on suppliers.
If the role of intermediaries in the marketplace
is merely to put buyers andsellers in touch with Figure 3.7 Electronic purchasing changes the
each other, these systems seriously threaten boundary betweenstrategic and
their existence. To survive, intermediaries need spot purchasing
to develop other ways in which they add value.
Weexplore the implications for intermediaries Incidental
more fully in Chapter 6. Spot purchasing

Information technology will tend
to shift the boundary between Saas
strategic and spot purchasing
While developmentsin information technology
will not eliminate the distinction between
strategic and spot purchasing, they will tend to
shift the boundary betweenthem.In future, it
will make commercial sense to transfer some
strategic purchasing to spot purchasing, as

   Critical os a ne
Specific Standard

Requirements   
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push of a button, and for the supplier☂ssystem to translate these automatically intomanufacturing schedules.
Intangible factors, such as quality, are
becoming increasingly quantifiable. Factorssuch as quality have traditionally beenassessed on a subjective basis, usually neces-sitating visits to the supplier☂s premises bythe purchaser. However, now that qualitystandards are becoming well established(for example, the British Standard 5750), itbecomesincreasingly possible to assess a sup-plier☂s quality control standards objectively.

The flexibility provided by informationtechnology. can also help to decreasedependenceonindividual suppliers responsiblefor large-scale projects, by facilitating hand-overor cooperation between suppliers. This is oneof the major objectives of the CALS programmedescribed in Figure 3.2 (on page 18).
Having looked at the impact of informationtechnology upon marketing, and uponpurchasing, we shall now examine whathappens when the two concepts start tooverlap, givingrise to the phenomenonof theelectronic market.
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In the previous two chapters, we have looked
at how electronic marketing can strengthen the
hand of suppliers, and at how electronic
purchasing can strengthen the hand of
purchasers. Now, we look at what happens
when the two concepts start to merge ♥ when
multiple buyers and multiple sellers are linked
together on a more even-handedbasis, by means
of an ☁electronic market☂. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the different concepts.

Electronic markets are by no means just a
theoretical concept. In our research, we found
several clear examples already operational, and
more being proposed.It is our belief that before
the end of this decade, electronic marketswill
have appeared in a wide range of industry
sectors.

The impactof an electronic market emerging in
particular industry sectors will be considerable.
In economists☂ terms, those sectors will move
closer to the concept of a ☁perfect market☂,
described in Chapter 1. In practical terms, the
effect will be to increase the level of com-
petition in those industry sectors, and in the
majority of cases, that will be reflected in
pricing. Scary as that may sound to many
suppliers, the emergenceof electronic markets
provides as many opportunities as it does
threats.
Perhaps the most dramatic effect of electronic
markets, however, will be the move away from
fixed pricing towards bid-and-offer systems.
Several of the emergingelectronic markets that
we studied have been set up to accommodate
bid-and-offer pricing from the outset. It is our
belief that this practice will becomeincreasingly
widespread. Long-industrialised nations, used
to fixed pricing, are going to find the adjustment
difficult, as are organisations used to operating
in very imperfect marketplaces. Those that have
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Figure 4.1 Electronic marketplaces take several

different forms

An electronic sales channel strengthens the link between
a supplier and customer, to the principal benefit of the
supplier.

Suppliers Customers

Electronic marketing techniques enable a supplier to tailor
his offer to individual customers☂ requirements.
Suppliers Customers

Electronic data interchange enables a customer to gain
more from a strategic purchasing relationship.
Suppliers Customers

An electronic purchasing system allows the customer to
compare more suppliers at lower cost.
Suppliers Customers

A true electronic market connects multiple suppliers and
customers on a reasonably even footing.

Suppliers Customers   
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already applied information technology to their
marketing and purchasing operations, and those
that employ techniques such as yield manage-
mentwill find the transition easiest.
Electronic markets will spring up from five
different sources. We shall examine each of
these in turn, and then look at some of the
things that are neededto establish an electronic
market.

Single-supplier channels will evolve
into multiple-supplier channels
There are already several well documentedexamples of electronic sales channels, originallyinstalled by a single supplier to increase hiscompetitive edge, evolving into multiple-supplier channels, and thus allowing the cus-tomers to compare the offerings of ☁eachsupplier. What started purely as electronicmarketing has ended upfacilitating electronicpurchasing.
The best known example is the evolution ofairline reservation systemsin the United States.The first direct booking terminals for travelagents, such as United Airlines☂ original Apollosystem, provided accessto a singleairline only.Realising that travel agents would be reluctantto have their desks increasingly cluttered witha set of different terminals, American Airlineslaunched its Sabre system, with the capabilityto book several competitors☂ seats through thesameterminal. Sabre beat Apollo hands down,and the majority of airline-owned reservationsystems, including Apollo, now operatein thisfashion.
The driving force behind this evolutionis usuallystraightforward competition. It can also resultfromantitrust regulation, although this usuallycomesinto play only at a later stage, to ensurefair play on multisupplier channels.
Faced with the prospect of having to letcompetitors in on their cosy communicationchannels, to the immediate benefit of thecustomers, suppliers have four options:
♥ Suppliers can attemptto bias the system. Inthe early days of Sabre, there were manyaccusationsof in-built bias, suggesting thatconnections into the competitors☂ systems

were mysteriously ☁unavailable☂ too much of

the time, and so forth. Many of theseaccusations were never proven, however.The most controversial was the so-called☁first screen advantage☂ ♥ requests foravailable flights always displayed AmericanAirlines☂ flights first. US antitrust regulationnowspecifically outlaws any uneventreat-mentofcarriers through airline reservation
systems.

♥ The channels can be turned into profitcentres. Theoriginal supplier can simply turnthe system into a profitable business in itsownright. The terminals are leased to users(travel agents, or large corporate users in thecase of airline reservations), and both thesuppliers and customers pay usage charges.
♥ Market information can be used to optimiseyield management. This is more con-troversial, and we were unable to ascertainthe extent to which it does or does nothappen.In theory, the system supplier hasaccess to more information concerningbuying patterns than his competitors. Thisinformation can be very valuable in yieldmanagement, or even in planning newproducts and services. The practice is notillegal as such, although it may become so.Onevalue-added network operator madehisposition clear: ☁☁We act purely as a postalservice. Yes ♥ we could steam open theelectronic packets and read the mail if wewanted to. But we don☂t. Pretty soon thatpractice would backfire on us.☝☂
♥ New business opportunities arise in value-addedservices. Thefinal optionis to look outfor new opportunities created by the sys-tem ♥ what one commentator described as☁service station☂ opportunities. Possibilities,subject to other suppliers☂ agreement,include sale of aggregated data and marketanalyses. Another possibility is to supplyadditional non-competitive services throughthe system. Sabre now handleshotel and car-hire reservations, for example.
The most important thing for an organisationalready operating an electronic channel, orthinking of developing one, is to foresee thepossibility that competitors may offer multiple-supplier systems, and have a plan forreactingif they do. Such a plan involves technical as wellas commercial foresight.
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Ultimately, the majority of single-supplier chan-
nels will evolve into multiple-supplier channels,
but some will evolve more slowly than others.
Many channels have remained single-supplier
for years, and look set to continue. The factors
encouraging this include:
♥ Discounted price mechanisms. In the United

Kingdom, most independentretail pharma-
cists have a terminal to just one of the major
pharmaceutical distributors, because the
distributors provide volume discounts that
discourage pharmacists from shopping
around. In our opinion, however, a major
factor is apathy on the part of the pharma-
cists themselves. With a little concerted
pressure, they could easily acquire a better
deal.

♥ Market dominance.If an organisation is big
enough,it can probably continue to operate
a single-supplier channelfor the time being.

♥ Technical standards. Whetherdeliberately
or accidentally, in certain markets, differing
technical standards have madeintegration
difficult. The emergence of the separate
Amadeus and Galileo pan-European travel-
reservation networks hadits origins in tech-
nical standards, althoughthe original issues
no longer apply.

Finally, there are situations where customers
are quite satisfied with the service that they get
from a single supplier☂s system and have no
motivation to change. Those suppliers must be
getting something right.

Electronic purchasing channels will
start to accommodate electronic
marketing
It could be argued that any electronic pur-
chasing system that facilitates the comparison
of multiple suppliers and enables the transaction
to be initiated through the system is a form of
electronic market. We have chosen to classify
such systems as purchasing systems because
they primarily benefit the customer. However,
there are clearly fuzzy lines between electronic
marketing, electronic purchasing, and true
electronic markets. Arbitrary distinctions are
somewhat less important that the emerging
principles.
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Electronic purchasing channels will unquestion-
ably evolve into electronic markets when they
start to accommodate electronic marketing. This
comes about when the system permits suppliers,
as well as purchasers, to initiate communi-
cations. We illustrate the principle with two
examples.

Product locator systems will make
electronic advertising possible
Whenusersaccess Prodigy, the US-based home-
shopping service described in Figure 1.1, a
portion of their screen is reserved for advertise-
ments from suppliers. (This concept will be
familiar to users of teletext systems operated
by commercial television channels, where
advertising appears as a single line of text on
each screen or as full pages flashed onto the
screen for a few seconds.) Unlike teletext,
however, purchasing systems require inter-
active communication, and are therefore usually
implemented over the telephone line rather
than broadcast airwaves.Since the identity of
the user is known to the system, personalised
advertising becomesfeasible. At the most basic
level, this could mean greeting the customer by
name.It could also meantailoring the advertise-
mentsto his or her presumedincomeorlifestyle,
or even context-sensitive advertising ♥
advertisements that appear on the user☂s screen
only whenheis making enquiries about relevant
products or services.

Purchasing systems will make ad hoc
supplier offers possible
In an electronic spot purchasing system, all
communicationsare initiated by the purchaser
in the form ofinvitations to quote. Suppliers can
respond only with quotations. Webelieve that
such systems will evolve to allow suppliers to
place ad hoc offers on the system.
Consider this scenario, currently hypothetical:
a print supplier whoparticipates in an electronic
purchasing system realises that, next week, he
will have several hours☂ spare capacity between
two large four-part A4 continuous stationery
runs. For that few hours, it would be cheaper
for the printer to produce similar stationery
than to re-set his machines for a different
specification. For those few hoursonly,it would
therefore pay him to sell the machine time at
below his normalrates. Conventionally, there
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would be no economic way to communicate
such an offer to more than a handfulof regularcustomers. Supposing, however, the electronic
purchasing system enabled the offer to becommunicated to all the stationery buyers on
the system. Suppliers and purchasers would
both stand to gain. Similar situations can be
envisaged for machine-tool time, or trans-
portation.
Given that electronic purchasing channelsprovide the most immediate benefit to the
customers, why should they allow suppliers tostart using the same system for marketingpurposes? There are three reasons:
♥ Ad hoc offers (as described above) can' benefit customers as much as suppliers.
♥ Suppliers are not going to sit around andwatchtheir powerbeing continually eroded.Sooner or later, they will start bandingtogether and demanding an equal right toinitiate communications on the system.
♥ Supplier offers or advertisements provide apotential new source of revenue to thesystem operator. Customers are remarkablyreluctant to pay explicitly for purchasinginformation even if it saves them money(witness the fact that most purchasingbrokers charge a commission rather than afee), so it is only fair to expect operators ofelectronic purchasing systems to exploit allpotential sources of revenue.

Third parties will take the initiativein establishing new electronic
markets
While the first two cases considered in thischapter may be describedas electronic marketsthat have evolved from other systems (elec-tronic sales and purchasing channels), there arealso clear examples of electronic markets thathave been established as such, from the out-set ♥ that is, electronic systems designed toconnect multiple buyers to multiple sellers ona more or less equal footing.
While it is possible for a major supplier orcustomer to establish an electronic marketdirectly as a separate business unit (such asSears☂ involvement in the Prodigy home-shopping network), it is more likely that suchmarkets will be initiated by third parties. We

have identified four principal classes of
electronic market maker.

Value-added network suppliers seeelectronic markets as a new service
Value-added network (VAN) suppliers areundoubtedly well placed to exploit the conceptof electronic markets, both because they alreadyhave the necessary technological infrastructure,and becausethey are used to providing servicesto ☁communities of interest☂. Now, the VANsuppliers are starting to challenge some of theexisting financial markets. In April 1990, AT&TISTEL launchedUnilink ♥ a unit trust electronicdealing and information system. In the UnitedKingdom, such movesare being spurred on bya government view that private investors andsmall quoted companies are poorly catered forby the major stock markets. In the UnitedStates, Reuters, in conjunction with theAmerican Stock Exchange, has announced plansfor a new electronic market to trade privateplacementsecurities, capitalising on the new☁Rule 144a☂, which has lifted several restrictionson the trading of unregistered securities. Theybelieve that the recent volatility of the quotedsecurities markets will make the trading ofunregistered securities increasingly attractive.
Representative or regulatory bodiesmay establish electronic markets
Trade representative bodies have, on the whole,been remarkably slow to encourage the develop-ment of independentelectronic markets, eventhough they are probably best placed to do so.There are more examples of governmentinitiatives, either directly or through state-controlled monopolies. The government ofSingapore has made a firm commitment toestablishing electronic markets, and someofitsinitiatives are described in Figure 4.2.
Entrepreneurs can establish newelectronic markets
Figures 4.3 (on page 30) and 4.4 (on page 31)provide details of two imaginative electronicmarkets established in an entrepreneurialfashion. The first, Transpotel in Germany, grewout of a publishing company, and provides amarket in road haulage capacity. The second,Marketel in California, is a ☁green field☂ start-up, aiming to generate a new market
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The greatest concentration of electronic markets per
square mile is in Singapore ♥ increasingly known as ☁the
intelligent island☂. The country has several inherent
advantages from the viewpointof investing in new
information technologies, including its geographic
concentration, and double-digit growth in the economy.
The overriding factor, however, is a government with
plenty of vision andlittle political opposition.
Singapore's national computerisation effort began in 1981,
with the establishment of a National Computer Board, and
was enhanced in 1986 with the National Information
Technology Initiative ♥ part of a wider plan to create a
second ☁S☂ curve in Singapore☂s economic development.
Because of Singapore's history as a trading nation,
several of the technologyinitiatives directly support
trading.
TradeNet
TradeNetis an ED! network that facilitates the electronic
submissionof all trading documents to government
institutions. For years, Singapore has run the mostefficient
container shipment port in the world, with typical
turnaround time of less than six hours. Containers were,
however, held on the dockside for several days because
of bureaucratic delays. With TradeNet, import/export
approval takes 15 minutes, and is available 24 hours a
day. The government also gets up-to-date and consistent
trade figures.
Similar systems are already operating in the
medical/healthcare, construction, and legal sectors, but
perhaps the most impressive aspect oftheinitiative is the
extent to which the technology hasfiltered downinto the
smallest of businesses, resulting in the nickname of
☁electronic sweatshops☂.
Bidding for export quotas
All of the 300 garment manufacturers in Singapore, for
example, are connected online to the Ministry of Trade
and Industry via a terminal or PC with modem. Under the
Multi Fibre Agreement, garments exported to most
countries are subject to strict quotas, within several
hundred categories ♥ such as men☂s short-sleeved shirts.
Onceassigned a portion of the quota,it is still up to each
firm to find buyers for its products.
Previously, export quotas were assigned largely on the
basis of the extent to which each manufacturerfulfilled its
previous year☂s quota ♥ in other words, with verylittle
flexibility. Now, 75 per cent of the quota is assigned on
that basis, but 25 per cent goes into a pool against which
firms can bid, via their terminals. There are 10 rounds of
bidding each year, and the result of each round is
announced(electronically) within a week of the closing
date.
In each round, a firm can submit up to five bids against
each category. Each bid specifies a quantity and bid
value. For example, in category 234, bid one may be
10,000 at S$45 per dozen, and bid two may be 5,000 at 

Figure 4.2 Singapore is probably leading the world in electronic markets

S$32 per dozen. The value bid is a quota fee ♥ it goes
to the governmentandis notdirectly related to the
eventual price of the goods. The bid fee therefore reflects
the manufacturer's expectations for the profitability of each
category, and ranges from muchless than 1 per cent of
the final value of the goods to a staggering 30 percent.
Whenthe round is closed, the governmentfills up each
quota,starting with the highest bid price and working
down.
The governmentis increasingly keen on competitive
bidding as a fair mechanism for regulating supply and
demand ♥ a conceptthat electronic markets greatly
facilitate. Use of pollutant CFCs within the electronics
industry, for example, is now subject to volume quotas,
and manufacturers mustbid for licences.
Traffic control
Even the consumeris being drawninto the market
process. As part of an effort to reducetraffic congestion,
consumers must buy an expensive licence to purchase a
new car. The governmenttries to regulate demand by
altering the price of the licence. In 1990, the system was
changed: the numberof new licences available is now
fixed, and consumers have to bid for them. Althoughthis
bidding system is currently paper-based, it is the ability of
information technology to handle the administrative
complexity that has enabled the switch to be made from
demandcontrol to supply control. Tenders have now
been requested for electronic traffic control: transponders
in cars will charge users for the roads that they use, with
prices varying by time, and by day.
Teleview videotex services
With these and other electronic markets in mind,
Singapore Telecom has recently launched Teleview ♥ the
country☂s first videotex service, but a significant advance
on other national systems. Teleview is multilingual, and it
handles (625-line) picture-quality graphics. To achieve the
required bandwidth, Teleview uses a hybrid system ♥
pages are requested over the telephoneline, but
transmitted via a broadcast TV channel. Singapore
Telecom believes that the key to the success of the
projectlies in home education ♥ almost a dirty word in
many Western countries, but a major market in Singapore,
where a very high proportion of families pay for extra-
curricula tuition.
Singapore hastraditionally dominated trade in South East
Asia through its strategic location on the shipping lanes.
With worldwide shipping now in decline, and growing
economiesin its neighbouringterritories, Singapore has
setitself a new strategy of dominating the information
highwaysin the region, and hence,the electronic markets.
Other countries do not necessarily have all the same
opportunities, but their governments would do well to pay
heed to these developments.  
 

in travelfacilities. It is far from certain that the
latter will achieve the funding and the com-
mitment from the suppliers that it needs to
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succeed. Nevertheless,it is our view that by the
end of this decade, the concept being promoted
byMarketelwillhavepermeatedmanyindustries.
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Transpotelis a subsidiary of Deutsche Verkehrs Verlag, aPublisher of newspapers andperiodicals for the transportsecior. Transpotel operates a locator service for roadfreight transport, intended to match spare capacity on thepart of carriers, to the ad hoc transport requirements ofcustomers. Since trucks within Europe operate at anaverage of just 60 per cent of capacity, and the costs ofrunning full and empty are very similar, the system hasconsiderable potential for increasing Profitability.
Transpotel wasinitially established as aninternationalOperation, catering to a rangeof transport sectors, andproviding a variety of commercial services overitsnetwork. This was not a success: the scope was toobroad, the plans too ambitious, and the technologyunsatisfactory. The company was relaunched on a nationalbasis in Germany, focusing on road transport, with partnerorganisations running similar services in Switzerland andthe United Kingdom.
In Germany, customers can access the Transpotel networkvia two different technologies: the public videotex service(BTX), and the General Electric Information ServicesMarkIll data network. The latter permits access to thesystem from outside Germany, and is also faster to use.Transpotel reports that customers were reluctant topurchase dedicated BTX terminals, but that with thespread of PCs andthe availability of low-cost BTX adaptorcards (DM1,200 ($800)), the videotex service remainspopular. Typical BTX access charges are DM150 ($100)for one hour☂s use per month, plus DM1.50 ($1) for eachadditional minute. The GeneralElectric network chargesare higher. 
Figure 4.3 A German publisher manages an electronic market in road freight transport, linking carriers and customers

At present, most of the 400 users are German,althoughmany of the shipmentsareinternational. In principle, thesystem handles all types of cargo, although it tends todeal with larger loads of between 5 and 40 tonnes. Majortransport companies, such as Haniel and Schenke, usethe system, butit is probably the smaller companies thatstand to gain the most. Both customers and carriersappear to use the system only when they have exhaustedtheir regular business channels and contacts. Usage levelsvary considerably as a consequence: sometimes,thereisa predominanceofcarriers☂ advertisements; sometimes,there is a predominanceof potential customers. Transpoteloffers closed user groups, and these enable companies toelicit bids from in-house or favoured carriers beforeopening them upto the general market.
Transpotel operates only as a locator service ♥ when amaichis found, the price and contract are negotiated byconventional means.In the early days, the systemgenerated a new business opportunity for electronicbrokers, but Transpotel now discouragesthis by checking,as far as possible, that users are bonafide carriers orcustomers before allowing them access. Full names andaddressesare attached to every advertisementtodiscourage ☁phantom☂ bids.
Although successful, Transpotelis as yet too small tomake

a

significant impact on the market as a whole. Thecompany is predicting substantial growth after 1992, bothfrom the generalrise in trans-border traffic, and from theabolition of cabotage ♥ nationalrestrictions on the use offoreign carriers for internal transport.
 

Decentralised organisations willstart to operate internal
electronic markets
The fashion in business management increas-ingly favours decentralised operations, devolvedresponsibility and accountability, and flattenedmanagementhierarchies. Although such movesbring several advantages in terms of efficiency,responsiveness, and personal motivation, theyalso bring new problems. One of the problemsconcerns trading ♥ both in terms of trading withexternal organisations, and internal trading.
For example, where an organisation comprisesseveral producing and_ several consumingoperations (perhapsfactories and national salesorganisations), and each functions as a near-autonomousprofit centre, mismatches of supplyand demand canoccur. In the absence of tightcentral planning, it is quite possible for oneproducing unit to have over-capacity whileothers are unable to meetall their orders, or for
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one consuming organisation to have surplusstock while the others are unable to supply theirown customers.
In extremecases,this situation can be exploitedby third parties. One large organisation told usthat it had discovered that an external organi-sation was buying components from one part ofthe company, and selling it to another part ofthe same company, witha mark-up in between.Similar situations can occur in external tradingwhere customers attemptto play one part of adecentralised supplier against another to gainthe best price.
Whatapplies to marketing applies to purchasingin reverse. Decentralised organisations notonlylose the benefit of volume purchasing; theycan also end up paying a variety of differentprices to the same supplier. Internal electronicmarkets may provide atleast part of the solutionto the problems inherent in decentralisedoperations.
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Marketel International Inc is a start-up company based in
San Francisco, whose aim is to establish a true electronic
marketin travelfacilities. The idea is that would-be
travellers will enter ☁bids☂ into Marketel☂s trading system,
indicating their requirements and the price that they are
prepared to pay. An example bid might be: ☁☁l wish to fly
from Los Angeles to Hong Kong between 27 and 29
January, and | am prepared to pay up to $400 for a
seat☝☂.
The idea is that these bids would be matchedto offers
placed on Marketel☂s trading system by travel suppliers
such asairlines and hotels. Thelikelihood of a particular
bid being successful depends on how realistic it is, but
also on the load factors of the suppliers. Many major
travel operators now employ sophisticated yield-
management systems ♥ so if demandis low on a
particular day, it can pay them to accept a low bid.
According to William S Perell, senior vice-president of
Marketel, the system would offer benefits to both suppliers
and customers. ☜The customer gets the possibility of
paying a lower price in return for accepting the burden of
increased uncertainty ♥ both uncertainty of success and
uncertainty of the supplier brand.☂ Suppliers get the
chance to generate additional marginal revenue, without
having to publish reducedprices. 
Figure 4.4 A start-up companyin the United States plans to establish an electronic marketin travel facilities

Atleast, that is the theory. Marketel spent several months
trying to persuade more than 50 USairlines to support the
concept. While some agreed that this kind of development
is inevitable, none was ready to make a commitmenttoit
at this stage, either because of the technical difficulties of
interfacing their yield-management and reservation
systems to the market, or because they feared a pricewar.
Marketel has now refocused on the hotel business, and
hopes to have several hotel chains signed up, and the
system operational, early in 1991. Bids will be entered into
the system by facsimile: customers write their
requirements onto a standard form, and these are
machine-read by Marketel☂s computer systems. Perell
believes that the use of facsimile is critical to the success
of the project, because it gives customers a signed,
written version of their requirements, backed by a credit
card. This eliminates the huge cost of dealing with
misunderstandings, changesoftravel plans, and
disputes.
The success of the venture is far from guaranteed;
pioneers have to bear the high cost of educating the
marketplace as well as developing the systems. Within a
few years, however, such systemsare likely to be
commonplace in a wide range of industry sectors.  
 

Internal electronic markets can function at two
levels. Thefirst entails exchange of information
and intelligence, relating to deals made or
offered, to market activity, or to competitors☂
positions. The second entails actual trading,
where the electronic market serves to match
internal supply and demand by providing a
variable price mechanism.It is important to
realise that such internal markets are not
restricted to trading in an organisation☂s
principal commodities(oil or integrated circuits,
for example). They can be applied to any
numberof resource-allocation problems: capital
finance, labour, computertime, use of a mail-
ing list, promotional opportunities, and so
forth.
Installing an internal electronic market is
usually easier than installing an external one,
especially if the organisation already has a
telecommunications network in place, and
standards for personal computing. There are
some nasty pitfalls, however. The biggest of
these can be getting managers to use the system.
Oneorganisation told us of tremendousdiffi-
culties in this regard: its decentralised
operations were notat all keen to share their
market intelligence with what they effectively
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regarded as competitive business units.
Everyone was keen to get the information out
of the system; nobody wanted to put the
information in. Resolving such problems
requires a delicate mix of stick and carrot ♥
enforcing the use of the system forall internal
trading, while ensuring that the benefits of so
doing are clearly visible to the participants
themselves.
If successfully introduced, however, internal
markets can provide benefits in addition to
relieving the problems already outlined.
Electronic markets, for example, can identify
so-called Chinese trading opportunities ♥ where
an organisation is purchasing different items
from different parts of another organisation,
with the possibility for an amalgamated
deal.
Theotherprincipal advantageis the possibility
for extending an internal market outside the
organisation to customers or other suppliers.
Initially, new suppliers might be restricted to
non-competitive products with a similar market
structure. In the longer term, however,it also
allowsfor the possibility of becoming a market
maker in competitors☂ offerings.
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Existing markets can be converted
to electronic trading
Electronic markets can also emerge whenexisting markets are converted to electronictrading. ☁Market☂ in this context refers to anidentifiable forum where multiple buyers andmultiple sellers meet to trade. The bestexamples of such markets are the markets insecurities, foreign exchange, futures andoptions, commodities, and agricultural auctions.Many of these markets are increasinglysupported by information technology, at severaldifferent levels.
Information technology can disseminateprice quotations and offers
Atthis level, computers function like electronictickertape, enabling the trader to view andcompare manydifferent prices simultaneously.Examples of such systemsinclude the Reutersand Telerate foreign exchange informationservices. Deals still have to be struck on thetelephone.

Information technology can confirmand administer a transaction
Once a deal has been agreed, usually on thetelephone, information systems can performmostof the administrative functions associatedwiththe transaction. This will,first of all, entailmatching the twosidesof the deal: both sideswill have entered their understanding of thedeal into the system, but these need to bematched and confirmed (or any discrepanciesclarified). Second, it may entail the clearanceand settlement process, when paymentis made,andtitle to the goodsis formally transferred.The London International Stock Exchangeisdeveloping a new automated clearance system,Taurus, for this purpose. At the most advancedlevel, systems can effectively deliver the goods.The Singapore Stock Exchange now has fullypaperless trading: even the share registration(the final link in the chain) is performedelectronically.
Information technology can close the loopbetween quotation and confirmation
At the next level up,it is possible to transacta deal entirely through the screen and keyboard,
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without the need for personal contact betweendealers. This happens in two different ways,depending on the type of market. In an order-driven market, such as the Tokyo StockExchange,dealers enter buy andsell orders intothe market. Rowsofclerks, or now, computers,look for possible matches between buyandsellorders, within margins specified on the orders.If a match is found, the buyer and seller areadvised that the transaction has taken place.
In a quote-driven market, such as the Londonand New York Stock Exchanges,all dealing ina particular stock takes place through a limitedset of registered market makers, who areobliged to quote both buy and sell pricescontinuously. The trade usually takes place withthe market makerofferingthe best price of themoment(☁on point☂ in the jargon).
Information technology can automate thetransactionin either case, although itis probablytrue to say that automated transactions makemoreof an impacton order-driven than quote-driven markets. As an aside, many of thearguments for quote-driven systems (such as thefact that they enforce a minimum level ofliquidity, and increase the stability of themarket) are now being questioned. Newerexchangestend to favour order-based trading,and we expectthis trend to continue, especiallywith the increase of screen-only markets.
Information technology can automatethe decision to trade
Automated,or so-called ☁program☂trading, takesseveral different forms.Thefirst is in searchingfor arbitrage opportunities ♥ short-termdiscrepancies between the price of a particularfinancial instrument on two different markets,or between the price of an index (such as theStandard & Poor 500 index) and the prices ofthe individual components that make up thatindex (the 500 stocks in that case). Byidentifying these opportunities the moment theyarise, arbitrage dealers can make short-termgains, before the differences disappear again.
Another form of program trading is ☁basket☂trading ♥ thefacility to buy andsell a large setof different stocks as a single transaction. Athird exampleis the used of ☁trigger points☂ ♥effectively, automated decisions to buyorsellfinancial instruments when their price reaches

   



 

a certain point. The fourth, and most recent,
form is the use of ☁quantitative models☂ running
on PCs to identify stocks and bonds that are
undervalued, by means of mathematical
analysis andartificial intelligence techniques.
Figure 4.5 lists some such systemsin use today.
Program trading is the most controversial of the
innovations resulting from information
technology, and indeed,it is banned on several
exchanges, including London.

An electronic market maker needs
technology, standards, and
influence
The foregoing examples of how electronic
markets arise demonstrate that there are no
arbitrary restrictions on who can becomethe
market maker. However, it would be wrong to
imply that any organisation has the means to
become the market maker. There are three
requirementsfor establishing a new electronic
market, and all three musteither already exist
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within the marketplace, or must be supplied by
the market maker.

A technological infrastructure is needed
to connect the participants
For the majority of electronic markets,
participants are going to need terminals, a
network to connect them, and a computer
system to manage the central functions.
Establishing a satisfactory system is not now
technically difficult, but it takes considerable
time and investment. The alternativeis to build
a market on a system that already provides
much of the technical infrastructure, such as
an electronic mail or a videotex service.

Trading procedures within the market
need to be standardised
This is the requirement mosteasily overlooked.
If bids and offers are to be matched, quotations
rankedin price order, or tenders circulated to
all appropriate parties, the contents of all
communications must be standardised, not

 

decisions

Sanwa Bank Computer Systems
Tokyo, Japan
System:Financial Adviser
Type of system: Rule-based
Designer: In-house
Hardware: Hitachi PC
Installation: 1986
Purpose:To provide customised investmentportfolios
for customers
Manufacturers Hanover
New York, US
System:Technical Analysis and Reasoning Assistant
(TARA)
Type of system: Financial modelling
Designer: In-house
Hardware: Symbolics
Installation: 1988
Purpose:To identify profitable arbitrage opportunities
between the US cash andfutures foreign exchange
markets
Associated Family Services (AFS)
New York, US
System:Intelligent Portfolio Manager
Type of system: Rule-based; pattern recognition
Designer:Intelligent Technology Group 

Figure 4.5 Several major financial institutions now employartificial-intelligence-based systems toassistin trading

(Source: Essinger, J. Al applicationsin financial trading and investment management. Expert Systems User, vol. 6, no. 8, August 1990.)

Hardware: IBM 386PC
Installation: 1987
Purpose: The purposeof this system is to ☁beat☂ the
S&P500

Mutual Life of Canada
Waterloo, Canada
System:Financial Analysis Support Tool (FAST)
Type of system:Financial modelling, object-oriented
Designer: In-house, but based on Intellicorp☂s KEE
shell
Hardware: Sun workstation: Compaq 386
Installation: Autumn 1988
Purpose: To provide a customised investment plan for
customers

Shearson LehmanHutton (SLH)
New York, US
System: No brand name
Type of system: Rule-based
Designer: SLH, inference Corporation, Coopers &
Lybrand
Hardware: Texas Instruments☂ Explorer LISP processor
Installation: 1986
Purpose:Forex arbitrage between cash and futures
markets   
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merely the delivery mechanism or ☁electronic
envelope☂. The growth of EDI has smoothed the
wayby creating standardsfor electronic orders
andinvoices, delivery notes, and payments. The
EDI standards bodies are already working on
similar standards for quotations, product
cataloguing, price lists, enquiries, and more.
Products and services also need to bestandardised or defined in a way that enablesthem to be specified by a small number of
parameters. The vegetable market at St Pol de
Léon in Brittany now functionselectronically,
withouta vegetablein sight. The enabling factor
was the introduction of a reliable system for
grading produce.

Potential participants need to be
persuaded
Even with all the technical elements in place,the biggest problem will probably still bereluctance on the part of potential participantsto become involved. The more influence aplayer has overpotentialparticipants thebetter:regulatory influence is best, market dominanceis next best, and representative influence (as in
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a trade body)a third option. Potential market
makers with noneof these will havetofall back
on personal powers of persuasion.
In this chapter, we have described five waysinwhich newelectronic markets ♥ thatis, systemsthat connect multiple suppliers to multiplecustomersandthat will generally facilitate theoperation of market mechanisms such asvariable pricing ♥ will evolve. We haveportrayed electronic markets as a good thing:webelieve that shifting many industry sectorsnearer to perfect markets makes for fairercompetition, to the good of the economyas awhole. While electronic markets willundoubtedly threaten the very existence ofsome players, they also provide many newopportunities for organisations that havesomething to offer.
However, electronic markets are not staticstructures; they tend to evolve. The way thatthey evolve can improve the operation of amarket, and can sometimeshinderit. In the nextchapter, we shall therefore look more closelyat the way that markets changeoncetheystartto function electronically.
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Chapter 5
Changing market characteristics

No one who has any involvementin securities,
foreign exchange, commodities, or futures
trading can dispute the impact that information
technology has already made upon those
markets. Yet few people foresaw thefull scale
of that impact. When the Londoncapital market
was deregulated in the ☁Big Bang☂ of 1986,
paving the way for electronic trading, many
pundits predicted that only a small proportion
of trade would disappear from thefloor of the
Stock Exchangeitself. Within a matter of weeks,
the floor was deserted. In the United States,
NASDAQ, a purely screen-based securities
trading market, is now the secondlargest stock
exchange, and thethird largest in the world.

Information technology changes the charac-
teristics of markets in two principal ways.First,
it widens the markets, both in terms of the
geographical reach, and the range of products
that they handle. Second, it increases the
responsiveness of markets, and this in turn
tends to lead to greater volatility. In other
words, the impact of information technology
can be both beneficial and detrimental. After
describing each ofthe principal effects, we shall
examine the case for regulation in electronic
markets.
The effects we describe are most observable in
the financial and commodities markets, where
information technology has been making a
considerable impact for some years. However,
the sameprinciples will eventually apply to any
market that functions electronically, whether
it is in insurance,airline tickets, or groceries.

Information technology widens
markets
Information technology has the potential to
widen markets in terms of existing and new
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players, and in terms of the number and
sophistication of products that can be traded.

Electronic links extend the reach of
markets for existing players
Instead of requiring physical presence on the
trading floor, electronic links make it possible
for a trader to participate from his ownoffice,
from a different city, or from a different
country. Computerised logging and matching of
orders can also extend the hours during which
the marketis open, facilitating trading outside
normal office hours.
This ability to trade across continents and time
zones is encouraging the spreadoftruly global
trading. Globex, the automated trading system
of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME),
introduced in 1990,is a direct attemptto arrest
the exchange☂sfalling share of the world futures
business. The CMEis seeking to install Globex
screens in European and Far Eastern markets,
as well as allowing other exchangesto post their
wares onto the system.
Sotheby☂s, the London-based auctioneers, has
conducteda trial using videoconferencing for
fine art auctions. Participants could view the
sale item, monitor the proceedings, and register
bids from thousands of miles away.

Electronic links will encourage the
entry of new players
Electronic markets will not make it any easier
to competein the market, but they will make
it easier for new players to participate in the
market, without the need for expensive
premises, a large staff, and substantial networks
of contacts and sales agents. Figure 5.1,
overleaf, tells how one Irish company,
Cognotec, has successfully widened the market
for treasury services.In effect, it has mimicked
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Large corporations undertaking substantial treasurymanagement, including foreign exchange and money
market investment, can afford to gain access to the samekind of information and trading services as banks andfinancial institutions ♥ services such as Reuters andTelerate. For most smaller companies, treasurymanagementis usually conducted through banks ♥ asource of easy profits for many banks.
Cognotec,an Irish company with a London-basedoperation, offers an online service specifically aimed at UKCorporate treasury managers. The service providesrealtime foreign exchange and money marketrates, withquotations from eight major banks, including the fourmajor UK clearing banks. The banks supply electronicPagesof information concerning their products andservices, and in addition to these, there are special pageson which the rates of all the banks are compared. As withthe mainstream services, these displayed rates representadvertisements rather than binding quotations.
The system can also be usedtoinitiate transactions viathe screen. To dothis, the corporate treasurer can obtainup to three simultaneous quotations from different banks,and select the one tobeinitiated. At the bank☂s end, thedealer can handle five simultaneous requests for quoteson his screen.
During this quoting process, customer and dealer canexchange short messages on the screen. Market researchshowed that loss of the humaninterface was a majorconcern, and the messaging facility compensatesforthis.However, byeliminating much of the smalltalk, the systemenables dealers to be far more productive ♥ in particular,it reduces the needfor the dealers to ring regularcustomers with market updates. With a fully loaded costofbetween £100,000 ($200,000) and £150,000 ($300,000) 
Figure 5.1 Using anelectronic network, an Irish company has widened the market for treasury managementservices

per dealer, streamlining the relationship with corporatetreasury departments can represent substantial savings toa bank, thus compensating for loss of other commissions.
Thus, although Cognotecwill undoubtedly change thebalance of power between banks and their corporatecustomers, most banks seem to betaking the view thatsuch moves can generate new business. In the long run,encouraging greater sophistication in their clients willenable the banks to widen their market for more complexfinancial products with higher added value. Some of thebanks use the service internally to provide a better serviceto customers who do nothave a terminal, and BarclaysBank operates a closed-user-group analysis package forits own dealers via the Cognotec network.
The service uses videotex display and page-formaitingstandards. The information can be presented on videotexterminals, or fed into a PC. Some customers connectitinto their own systems ♥ for example, they may take theconfirmation messagesdirectly onto their accountingsystems. The service is delivered on the AT&T ISTELmanaged data network, with most customers gainingaccess via dial-up lines.
The service has some additional features. It providesanalysis and calculation pages, so that treasurers canperform the calculations they need to use the informationprovided. For example, they can calculate forward ratesfor broken dates (dates in between those for whichstandard rates are quoted). Outputs from the analysispages can be used directly to specify a series oftransactions. There are alsofacilities for displaying graphsto show trends, and for accessing other informationsources such as British Telecom☂sCiticall ♥ a financialnewsservice.
 

the technology of the mainstream financialmarkets and applied it to the corporate market.
New products or markets can be moreeasily introduced
Products and trading procedures that areheavily supported by information technologycan easily be transferredto a different environ-ment. Thus, instruments successfully intro-duced in one market can be quickly establishedin another,either a similar market in anotherlocality, or a market in a different kind ofproduce. Mexico and Korea, for example, arenowconsidering establishing their own futuresmarkets, largely by buying in proven systemsfrom elsewhere. On the Pacific coast of theUnited States, two exchanges are nowdiscussingthe possibility of a futures market inDRAMs ♥ the memory chips for personalcomputers ♥ which have fluctuated betweenover-supply and scarcity overthe last few years.
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Greater product sophistication is possible
Theability of information technology to manageenormous complexity has encouraged marketsto trade in derivatives ♥ products that: arederived or constructed from the more basicproducts such as stocks and bonds. Derivativessuch as futures contracts (contracts to buysomethingat a specified future date and price)or options existed long before informationtechnology appeared, but the derivatives arebecoming more complex. One example is indextrading, where traders are effectivelyspeculating on the movement of an index orbasket ofstocks, rather than actually buying orselling the stocks themselves. Another issecuritised mortgages, where several personalproperty mortgagesare packaged together andthensold to the financial markets as a series ofbonds. For connoisseurs of derivatives, a futuresmarketin insurance is now being discussed byLondonbrokers and the Chicago BoardofTrade.
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Information technology plays tworoles in the
creation of new products. First, it facilitates the
complex calculations associated with such
products, especially where a single transaction
must immediately be translated into a large
number of quite different buy andsell orders.
Second, by being able to communicate the
features of a new product quickly and
effectively to all potentially interested parties,
it becomes easier to achieve the minimum
desirable level of liquidity.
The converseis that it becomes very easy for
competitors to copy a successful new product.
In the United States, securities houses are now
attempting to patent new types of financial
instrument. None of these patents has yet been
contested, nor have there yet been any suits for
infringement, but that is only a matter of time.

Markets become more responsive,
and more volatile
The most noticeable effect of information
technology upon markets ♥ at least, the effect
most noticeable from the outside ♥ will be the
increasing responsiveness of the markets. As
news and developments are disseminatedfaster,
as the effort neededto strike a deal is reduced,
as derivatives translate a single deal into a
multiplicity of transactions, and as automated
triggers generate transactions from market
events, so the speed of response increases.
Traditionally, this is viewed as a good thing.
Removing ☁friction☂ from a market by simpli-
fying the trading processes and making it more
sensitive to changes helps create a near-perfect
market. That, in turn, eliminates wrinkles
and irregularities in the market, so that,
theoretically, prices end up reflecting the real
value of the products in the marketplace.
That view is starting to be questioned. The
notion that increased responsiveness holds
prices closer to their true values seems to hold
good only up to a certain point. Beyond that,
further responsiveness seems only to unhinge
the prices from their true values. One foreign
exchange trader expressedit to uslike this: ☁☁A
foreign exchange rate should reflect the
economies, and in particular, the relative
trading positions of the two countries. But in
recent years, the exchange markets have
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becomeso volatile that the rates have become
completely decoupled from the underlying
economics. Now, the rates reflect only the
expectations and moods of the traders
themselves.☝☂
The economist, John Maynard Keynes, com-
pared such markets to beauty contests featured
in tabloid newspapers, where contestants must
guess which entrant will be judged the winner
by a panel of judges: the goal is not to assess
whichgirl is the most beautiful ♥ it is to assess
whichgirl will be most beautiful in the eyes of
the judges. Whenall players work in this way,
the result can be surprisingly different from the
real opinions of the players.
In Figure 5.2, overleaf, we draw an analogy
between the way in which markets become
unstable and the development of the flyball
governor for steam engines. The danger of
analogies is that they can be takentoo far, but
there are some interesting parallels in this one.
Might it becomepossible, in future, to predict
the point at which this uncoupling starts to
occur, and thence to model the movementsof
the prices themselves? Some theorists believe
that the answerlies in the study of non-linear
deterministic systems ♥ popularly, but
misleadingly known as chaostheory.It is just
possible that there may be some mileagein this,
and that is one justification for continuing the
research, but it will be at least a decade before
there can be any useful application of the theory
to this arena.
For the next few years, at least, we shall have
to tolerate increasing volatility and increasing
unpredictability in the behaviourof these highly
automated markets. On the whole, those outside
the market tend to take the attitude that players
inside the market knowtherisks and must bear
the consequences:those that live by the sword
must expect to die by the sword. From time to
time, however, the volatility of those markets
starts to make a wider impact, such as the crash
of October 1987. Such events precipitate calls
for greater regulation.

Electronic marketplaces need
regulation
Few people dispute the need for somekind of
regulatory intervention in markets, but there
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Figure 5.2 Increasedsensitivity can eventually lead
to instability

 

Thereis an interesting parallel between the developmentof electronic markets and the developmentof steamengines. When the flyball governor(pictured here) wasinvented in 1788,it significantly advanced theapplication of steam engines by enabling constantspeed to be maintained under varying loads. Theprinciple is simple: if the engine speed increases, therotating weights fly outwards, and this in turn, through amechanicallink, closes the throttle slightly.
It was assumed that increasing the sensitivity andreducing thefriction in the mechanism would improveperformance, and this wasso, upto a point. Beyondsome seemingly critical point, the engine merelybecameunstable, with violent oscillations in speed. Thisphenomenon remained a mystery for more than80 years, until James Clerk Maxwell developed acomprehensive theory of feedback.
Electronic markets, some would argue, are necessarily agood thing because they increase the sensitivity andreducethefriction in a market. Functionslike programtrading andarbitrage tend to iron out any irregularitiesorinefficiencies in the market. Up to a point, that mustbe true, but in the crashes of 1987 and to a lesser
extent 1989, we may have seenthefirst signs that an
equivalent point of instability has been reached.
As yet, we have a very poor understanding of the
dynamics of markets, in a mathematical sense. Linear
control theory, pioneered by Maxwell, simply does not
fit the results. The study of non-linear deterministic
systems may provide the answers, but at best,it is
several years away.   
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is considerable disagreementon the nature and
the level of such regulation.
In financial and futures markets, the argumentrevolves aroundthecentralissue of the benefitof liquidity versesthe☁evils☂ of speculation. Inthe Chicago-based commodities futures markets,only 3 per centof the contracts tradedactuallyresult in the commodity being physically boughtor sold. Much of the remaining 97 percentisaccounted for by speculation ♥ traders with nounderlying interest in pork bellies or orangejuice, buying futures contracts andselling themon before the maturity date, hopefully at aprofit. As perniciousas this activity may soundto outsiders, speculation contributes to theliquidity of the market. Indeed, the commodities
futures exchanges were established to createsuch liquidity and thus to shield individualfarmers or commodity-dependent industriesfrom the massive seasonal fluctuations in themarkets.
Electronic markets encourage speculation to avery high degree, because the informationconcerning market movements is more widelyavailable and because the cost and effort ofparticipation is reduced. This is one of thereasons that they attract regulation. There arefour main issues related to the regulation ofelectronic marketplaces.

Electronic marketing raises privacyand data protection issues
As electronic marketing shifts the emphasisfrom matching the offer to the market as awhole, towards matching the offer to indi-viduals, the question arises: just how muchshould companies be allowed to know aboutindividuals, and what should be the limits onthe use of that information? Currently, thesituation varies from country to country.Figure 5.3 lists a few ofthe differences betweenmemberstates of the OECD, as at December1989.
One of the factors favouring the very strongdirect marketing industry in the UnitedKingdomis that the law concerning the use ofpersonal information for marketing purposesiscurrently quite relaxed. One of the fewrestrictions is that financial information, readilyavailable in the form of credit references,cannot be used for marketing purposes. Our
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 Figure 5.3 Legislation to protect data privacy varies in different countries

The table shows some of the national differences betweenthe legislation for data and privacy protection, either enacted
or planned. While all the OECD countries have some sort of data protection laws either enacted or planned, some apply
only to the public sector, some apply to computerfiles but not to manual files, and some apply only to certain industrysectors.
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research revealed that one financial services
company was considering offering loans by
direct mail, where theloan price (the effective
rate of interest) would be geared to the
recipient☂s credit rating. That may notstrictly
contravenethe law, but it would appear to come
very close.
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Where markets introduce new methods
of payment and settlement, financial
regulation is needed

Methods of payment and settlement within
electronic marketplaces are becoming in-
creasingly diverse and fragmented. Electronic
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funds transfer has attracted considerableattention and debate, both in termsof standardsand security, as have the settlement systems ofthe major financial markets, but there are
equally radical developments at the oppositeend of the scale.
Prepaymentcards(like the telephone pay cardsused in several European countries) will becomeincreasingly popular. They avoid the transactioncosts and the verification delays associated withcredit and debit cards, and are thereforeparticularly suited to small regular transactions.(One retailer we interviewed reckoned thatcredit card authorisations take an average of40 seconds.)
Such cardswill be increasingly cross-functional:in Switzerland, one prepayment card can beused to pay for telephone calls and to buygroceries at the Migros supermarket chain. InDenmark, experiments are being conductedwith cards that can be topped up with loyaltypoints (the electronic equivalent to bonusstamps), or with refunds on returned bottles.In future,it will therefore be possible to operateentire closed marketplaces without the need forcash. Cashless markets can provide additionalsecurity, and enable the operators to adjustpricing easily and sometimes invisibly.
However, issuing prepayment cards is quiteliterally a licence to print money. In Japan,where the technology is most advanced, thesupply of cross-functionalcardsis restricted to15 licensed companies.In the world of banking,there are strict regulations concerning suchthings as the ratio of debt to equity, and theproportion of funds that must be placed withthe central banks. It must be recognised that bythe end of the decade, the traditional conceptof a bank may well have been superseded bya range of new institutions and electronicmechanisms. They need regulation too.

Regulation over market stability
is the most controversial
The most controversial area of regulation isalmost certainly the extent to which marketprices should or should not be allowed to gounchecked. The decision by the Hong KongStock Exchange to closeits trading floor duringthe worst hours of the October 1987 crash
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attracted considerable criticism, although atleast some of that criticism has come frommarkets that would haveliked the powerto dothe same. Thecrash has given rise to a wholenew jargon of electronic market intervention(circuit breakers, cooling-off periods, anddamping mechanisms), but no consensusas to
the right approach.
Muchof the argument has centred on programtrading. Dr Joseph Weizenbaum,a professoratthe Massachusetts Institute of Technology, andthe most outspokencritic of artificial intelli-gence, believes that the arrival of the PC ontraders☂ desks has directly contributed to marketvolatility. In fact, this may be attacking thesymptom rather than the cause: the currentsystem of commissions encourages trading morethan wealth creation ♥ dealers are morefrightened of a static market than of up- ordown-swings.

Electronic markets provide new oppor-tunities for anti-competitivebehaviour
In theory, electronic markets facilitate bettercompetition because buyers have access to moreinformation concerning sellers, and vice versa.In practice, examples have already arisen ofelectronic systems being used for anti-competitive behaviour.Figure 5.4 tells one storyof such alleged anti-competitive behaviour byUSairlines.
The lesson to be drawn from this brief look atthe impact of information technology uponmarketsis that while electronic markets offerenormousbenefit both to competitive individualplayers, and to the market as a whole, they alsobring with them new problems. Someof theseproblems can be avoided by establishing theright level of regulation and intervention, butwedo not pretend that identifying or agreeingon that level is going to be easy.
Mostof the decisions concerning regulation andintervention fall to governmentsandestablishedregulatory authorities rather than to individualorganisations. They are worth discussing,however, becauseindividual organisations thatare in the process of establishing or participatingin new electronic markets need to be aware ofthe regulatory influences that they may befacing in due course.
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Figure 5.4 Accusations have been madethatelectronic price-distribution networks are being used foranti-

competitive practices

The US Justice Department has begun a series of
investigations of possible antitrust violations in the airline
industry. The suggestion, denied by the industry,is that
although deregulation of US air travel was intended to
further competition between carriers, to the benefit of the
customer,airlines have found new and sophisticated
means of subverting such competition.
Oneofthe allegations concerns the publication of fare
prices through the commonly owned network managed by
the Airline Tariff Publishing Company in Washington. The
network handles some 100,000 fare changes per day,
and disseminates the information to travel agents. Critics
suggest that someairlines use this network for very-short-
term price changes, specifically aimed at discouraging
competitors from opening up new competitive routes into
what they regard as their principal or ☁hub☂ airports.
In June 1990, The Wall Street Journalclaimed to have
found direct evidence of this by accessing the ATP price
database. A typical scenario might run like this: a small

regional carrier (A) lowers the price on a particular route in
order to make it more competitive. The large carrier (B)
into whose hub airport the route connects, instead of
reducing its fare on that same leg, reducesits prices on
all other routes that A alsoflies. Carrier A, unable to
sustain such an attack on all its routes, withdrawsits well
intentioned reduction, whereupon,carrier B reverts toits
normalprices. Critics hold that a significant numberof
price changes on the system represent nothing more than
☁territorial signals☂. They claim that some carriers even
attach special codes to make clear their intention to the
encroaching airline, such as ☁FU☂ ♥ which may or may
not stand for Fare Undercuitting.
Conspiring to fix pricesis illegal under USantitrust law,
butit is usually necessary to prove that an actual
conversation took place between the conspirators. Where
collusion takes placeindirectly, through the medium of an
electronic marketplace, the prosecution☂s only hope is to
prove that a participant's action was ☁contrarytoits
independentself interest☂.
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Chapter 6
Implications for business strategy

In the preceding chapters, we have identifiednumeroustrends that will bring about importantchanges in the relationship of individual organi-sations to their markets, and in the operationof the markets themselves. To respond to thesetrends, organisations should, in the firstinstance, examine each of the tactical possi-bilities presented in the previous chapters, suchas the use of precision marketing, or sub-scription to purchasing systems, and ascertainthe appropriatenessof eachtactic to their ownsituation. Since this exercise must be conductedby the most senior managers involved inmarketing and purchasing,it follows that thosemanagers need to be fully aware of thepossibilities of information technology.
Webelieve that in addition to this review oftactical possibilities, Foundation members alsoneed to undertake a more strategic review,commencing with a ☁SWOT☂ analysis. This in-volves identifying the strengths and weaknessesof their organisation in the face of emergingelectronic marketplaces, opportunities pre-sented by electronic marketplaces, and threatsresulting from these developments. Figure 6.1contains a checklist of the items that should beincluded. This analysis will provide Foundationmembers with the basis for a re-appraisal ofbusiness strategy in termsof their relationshipswith their own markets, both as suppliers andpurchasers.

Suppliers should review their
competitive strategy
In the short term, supplier organisations can
exploit the possibilities of electronic marketingto gain competitive advantage, but in the longer
term, when electronic marketing has been
widely adopted, and whenelectronic purchasing
and electronic markets start to develop in their

sector, today☂s competitive strategies may nolonger be effective. Although they may notrealise it, many supplier organisations currentlyrely heavily on inefficiencies in the market ♥inefficiencies in geographical distribution,customerignorance, or the high cost of com-paring several suppliers☂ offerings.
Faced with the prospectof an electronic marketdeveloping, suppliers have three broadoptions ♥ they may choose not to participatein the market, to use the electronic market asan additional channel,or to opt to compete fullyin the electronic market.
Suppliers can choosenot to participatein the electronic market
A supplier may decide that it is not in hisinterests to participate in the electronic market.He mayhavethe largest share of the existingmarket, and foresee onlya loss of that share ifthe market goes electronic. As a long-termstrategy, staying out of the electronic marketis very risky: a supplier must be certain of hiscustomers☂loyalty. In the short term, however,it may well be prudent to wait to see how themarket develops before joining. It may witherfor lack of support,or die if changing marketconditions remove the opportunity it exploited.
Onestrategy for staying out of the electronicmarketis for organisations to appearto giveitwholehearted support, while actually attempt-ing to inhibit it. A related optionis for them toensure that the market does not take off unlessit is set up on a footing favourable to them. Inboth cases, the favoured approachis to set upa ☁talk shop☂ involving several organisations,which is almost bound to get bogged downindiscussions. One example of this (some wouldclaim)is the apparent commitment of the majorcomputer vendors to the open systems
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 Figure 6.1 Checklist for a SWOT analysis

Strengths and weaknesses
(The presenceof the factorslisted below is a strength; the
presence of their opposites a weakness.)
Commercial
♥ Lowercosts than competition.
♥ Competitive advantage in product specification.
♥ Relatively low investment in salesforce and non-

electronic distribution channels.
♥ Strategic partnerships with important customers.
Systems
♥ A detailed, well maintained customer database.
♥ Detailed sales information available online from an

historical database.
♥ Electronic channels to customers.

Internal systems compatible with EDI, and EDIlinks
with major suppliers.

♥ Efficient and integrated internal systemsthatfacilitate a
rapid response.

♥ Flexible production systems gearedto just-in-time
delivery.
A corporate systems infrastructure to support elec-
tronic marketplace activities. This may include some
or all of the applications listed above, provided in an
integrated manner across departmental boundaries.

Staff
♥ Marketing staff with creative database analysis skills.

Systemsstaff familiar with open systems andskilled at
interconnecting systems from different suppliers.

♥ Systemsstaff familiar with the requirements of
marketing systems and versed in the appropriate
technologies and skills ♥ for example,relational
databases and userinterface design.
Hybrid staff ♥ systemsstaff who understand business,
and marketing staff who understand information
technology.

Opportunities
♥ Set up electronic channels to improve service to

existing customers or to reach new ones.
♥ Exploit customer database for more effective

marketing to existing customers.
♥ Useinternal sales data and geodemographic

databases to identify and target groups of customers.
♥ Customise products to the requirements of individual

customers. 
An analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of an organisation in the face of moves towardsthe electronic marketplace
and of the opportunities and threats that such a move presents, should include the following topics:

Adopt yield management to optimise revenues.
Obtain supplies better matched to requirements
through closer liaison with suppliers.
Improve quality and timeliness of supplies through
revised purchasing policies based on EDI.
Reduce stockholding costs and improveflexibility by
moving to just-in-time delivery.
Reduce product developmenttimes through electronic
exchange of design information.
Take advantage of the potential of information
technology to redistribute functions performed bet-
ween an organisation and its customers or suppliers.
Take advantageof information technology systems to
improve the effectiveness of competitive purchasing.
Introduce competitive purchasing for products or ser-
vices currently procured non-competitively or supplied
by in-house functions.
Set up an electronic market.
Take advantage of new business opportunities arising
out of the operation of an electronic market.

Threats
♥ Players currently operating in geographically distant

markets begin to compete.
Removalof barriers to market entry allows in com-
pletely new players ♥ for example, software houses
and network service providers.
Current competitive advantage over other competitors
is lost ♥ for example, strengths in salesforce or
distribution channels.
Basis of competition shifts unfavourably ♥ for exam-
ple, to price.
Corporate or brandidentity is lost in new marketplace.
Competitors set up exclusive electronic sales chan-
nels, or operate new market.
Competitors develop an advantagethatis difficult or
expensive to match ♥ for example, selective
marketing based on a comprehensive customer
database.
Customers dealdirect with suppliers.
Customers or suppliers take over functions currenily
performed by the organisation.
Customersinsist that the organisation take on func-
tions that it cannot perform economically.
Customers require new levels of performance that the
organisation has difficulty delivering.
 

committees. Adam Smith, the father of eco-
nomics, reckoned that ☁People of the same
trade seldom meet together, even for merriment
and diversion, but the conversation ends in a
conspiracy against the public or in some con-
trivance to raise prices☂☂.
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A better long-term strategy is to changethebasis
of competition to some factor less readily
represented on anelectronic screen. Examples
include after-sales service, quality, visual
design, or product development cycle time.
Where such factors dominate the purchasing
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decision, an electronic market that focuses onprice comparisons can be madeirrelevant. Itmayevenbe actively avoided: experience hasshown that many luxury goods do notsell onelectronic channels. Partly, this is because thepleasure of the shopping experience can con-tribute to the value a customer obtains from aluxury item, and partly, because shopping onprice would be seen to be at odds with the verynature of the luxury purchase:it is said of Rolls-Roycesthat ☁☁if you have to ask the price, youcan☂t afford one☂☂.
The final option for those wishing to stay outof the electronic marketis to establish strategicpartnerships with key customers who haveparticular requirements for quality, timelinessof delivery, or customised products, and de-liberately move out of the main competitivearena.
Suppliers can use the electronic marketas an additional channel
A supplier may not wish to route his mainbusiness through a newly emergent electronicmarket, but may use it to supplement hisexisting sales channels, either to reach newmarkets or to circumvent imperfections inexisting markets. Examples of the formerinclude attempts by farmers and wine shippersto sell direct to the consumer via videotexsystems. Examplesofthelatter include the useof the Transpotel system by road hauliers to fillup vehicles on journeys to which they arealready committed, and the use of systemsthatautomatically execute trades in securities forsmall transactions. Using an electronic marketas a supplementary channelis a good way togain experience of the new marketat lowrisk.By participating at some level, an organisationcan encourage the market to develop in a waythat complements existing markets and saleschannels, rather than competing with them.
Suppliers can opt to compete fully
in the electronic market
If a supplier decides to compete fully in anelectronic market, he must adopt a strategy thatmakeshis offering highly competitive. There are
four principal strategies:
♥ Compete onprice. Electronic markets placegreater emphasis on price competition. The

traditional strategy is to compete on price byconcentrating on cost reduction. To succeedwith this strategy, it is essential to takeadvantageofall potential gainsin efficiencyoffered by developments in informationtechnology.
Emphasise factors other than price ♥ forexample, product specification, quality,speedofdelivery, or other aspects ofservice.Although wesaid abovethatthis tactic canbe used as a way of staying out of themarket, it can also form the basis forcompeting within the market: suppliers needto identify other factors that can be pro-moted effectively in the new environment.Some companiesselling motor and householdinsurance to consumers in the UK market,which now makes extensive use of quotationsystems, are promoting their speed ofresponse when a claim has to be made.
Identify niches. If the adventof an electronicmarket has expanded the geographical scopeof the market, it may no longerbedesirable,or indeed possible, to compete with a fullrange of products. Major Europeannationalbanks, which are used to offering a full rangeof services in their own national markets,find that they have to specialise in today☂sinternational market. For smaller players,the identification of niches is particularlyattractive. They can developspecialised skillsthat make them highly competitive. More-over, within a small niche, there maybelesscompetition, so that a reasonable shareof themarket is assured.
Compete on responsiveness, by being betterat tailoring an offer to the demandsof themarket. This tailoring needsto be conductedat two levels. First, an offer needs to betailored on

a

☁static☂ level, fragmenting theoffer and customising the products to therequirements of each subsegment of themarket ♥ ideally, to the requirements ofeach individual customer. At the secondlevel, however, an offer needsto be tailoredon a dynamicbasis. This means respondingnot just to slow drifts and developments inthe marketplace, but to small day-to-dayfluctuations. In manycases, it means beingprepared to respond to individual bids fromcustomers, and to make ad hoc offers, ratherthan relying on fixed price schedules.
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Such changesare radical, and by no means easy
to implement. They need new waysof thinking,
and new managementtools. Important decisions
concerning price must be pushed down the
organisational hierarchy. If overall profitability
and security are to be maintained, that requires
extensive re-education, not merely traditional
job training. Effective motivation mechanisms
are neededto tie rewardsto profitability, not
to sales revenue. Aboveall, they require new,
responsive forms of financial information on
whichto base such decisions, and new financial
controls to keep the decision-making within
predetermined boundaries.

Purchasers should review their
trading relationships
Mostorganisations operate both as suppliers and
purchasers, although the balance between the
perceived importance of the two functions
varies considerably. How can the purchasing
function participate in electronic marketplaces
to help the organisation as a whole respond to
increasing business pressures? A review of
overall purchasing strategy in the light of
electronic markets needs to focus on trading
relationships. It should result in closer relations
with strategic suppliers, the promotion of more
aggressive competition for spot purchases, and
are-assessmentof the balance betweenstrategic
and spot purchasing.
Thekeyissue with strategic suppliers is how the
partnership can be made moreeffective in the
marketplace. In re-evaluating its relationships
with information technology vendors, the
Midland Bank in the United Kingdom, for
example, picked a handful of vendors with
whom it sought a strategic relationship. These
vendors are given privileged information
concerning the bank☂s information technology
plans. In return, they are expected to share
risks ♥ for example, by guaranteeing levels of
performance for their systems.
The strategic review should also attempt to
pinpoint areas of purchasing that are not of
critical strategic importance to the company, but
that have, nonetheless, been non-competitive
for practical reasons, such as the cost of
comparing several suppliers. Can any of these
now be opened up to competition? Can more
competition be introduced into purchasing that
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is already competitive by assessing a wider
range of suppliers?
In some large decentralised organisations,
subsidiaries trade competitively among
themselves, sometimes in competition with
outside suppliers. Where there is an internal
market of this kind, organisations need to
review their internal trading arrangements. The
creation of an electronic market may greatly
improve efficiency by improving the flow of
information. In addition, where subsidiaries
compete with external suppliers, it is
particularly important to maximise the chances
of meeting requirements internally, and to avoid
giving third parties opportunities for arbitrage
between subsidiaries. This can be done by
setting up internal systems to keep subsidiaries
fully informed of each other☂s requirements and
offers.

All organisations should review the
functions they perform internally
In addition to reviewing their basis of competi-
tion as suppliers, and their trading relation-
shipsaspurchasers, organisations need to under-
take a strategic review of the set of functions
that they perform themselves. Figure 6.2,
overleaf, illustrates some of the concepts, in
termsof restructuring of the typical value chain,
that electronic marketplaces make possible.

The case for vertical integration
should be re-examined

Traditionally, companies have sought to
maximise efficiency along the variousstages of
the value chain by vertical integration: if
successive steps in the process of bringing a
product or service to market are performed
within the same organisation, coordination and
control are more effective, output from the
earlier stages is better assured, and economies
can be achieved through forward planning
without passing sensitive commercial
information outside the company.

There are, however, counter-arguments to
vertical integration. Larger organisations tend
to have higher overheads, and cannot adapt
quickly to changing market conditions. Smaller,
separate organisations are morelikely to be able
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Figure 6.2 Electronic marketplaces make new business strategies possible, based on the structure of the
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to deliver the specialised managerial skillsrequired at different steps in the value chain.Many organisations are therefore seeking toidentify and concentrate on their core business,and to subcontract other activities. IBM andother major computer manufacturers are nowconcentrating on the design, assembly, testing,and shipping of computers, but are producingfewer of their own components. The design ofmost Europeancar bodies is now subcontractedto just five specialist firms.
Electronic marketplaces challenge many of theargumentsfor vertical integration (at least, thepragmatic arguments ♥ vertical integration issometimes pursued more for psychological or
emotional reasons), and thereby strengthen thecase for vertical disintegration. Exchanging
control information, such as forecasts fordemand, via electronic channels like EDI,
enables supplier-customer relationships to
operate as tightly as subsidiaries of the samegroup. The electronic transmission of detailed
specifications, including engineering drawings,
can considerably reduce the overhead in both
cost and time associated with sourcing com-
ponents externally. The falling costs of
electronic communication and processing permit
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the decentralisation of processes that previouslyhad to be centraliséd ♥ for example, thegeneration of insurance quotations. Indeed,itmayin future pay to contract out a wide rangeof functions currently performed in-house.
Therole of intermediaries should
be re-examined
Vertical integration usually refers to an organi-sation acquiring suppliers or distributors in orderto improveefficiency or to ensure continuity ofsupply. Vertical encroachmentis a related, butquite distinct concept. It means encroaching onthe territory of neighbouring organisations inthe supply chain, with a view to competing withthem directly. Electronic marketplaces providenew opportunities for vertical encroachmentbecause they provide new ways to compete.Manyof these opportunities will concern busi-ness intermediaries such as distributors,brokers, agents, and retailers. One consequencewill be the growing practice of disinter-mediation ♥ the namegiven to the process ofeliminating or bypassing intermediaries.
Disintermediation is most likely to happenwhere the intermediary addslittle value.If all
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the intermediary offers is a knowledge of what
is available in the marketplace, at a level that
could be displayed on an electronic screen,
togetherwith the ability to accept orders, then
the job can be done equally well by an electronic
system. We believe this to be the case more
often than is commonly imagined.
Disintermediation can be initiated either by
suppliers or customers. Suppliers do it if they
can find means of economically communicating
directly with their customers, using tele-
marketing, or the combination of direct mail and
geodemographic databases. Some services that
have traditionally been sold through inter-
mediaries ♥ in particular, holidays and
insurance ♥ are now beingsold direct to the
public by conventional means. Typically, these
direct-sale operations have achieved a signi-
ficant but minority share of the market.
Attempts to use information technology
channels to sell direct to the public have mostly
foundered on the lack of suitable terminal
equipmentin most homes, although the Prodigy
home-shopping venture in the United States and
some Minitel-based offerings in France have had
some success.
Customers initiate the process when they
perceive that they can eliminate unnecessary
delays and misunderstandings, or if they can
negotiate a better rate for dealing direct with
asupplier. Purchasersin large organisations are
the mostlikely to have access to the necessary
technology and expertise and to have suf-
ficiently large requirements to participate in a
wholesale market and justify the initial
investment. For example, large corporations in
the United States can now access Sabre, the
airline reservation network, to order tickets
direct, without going through travel agents.
The worst situation for the intermediary is when
neither the supplier nor the customer perceives
the intermediary as adding any value. Such
organisations must find a way of adding value
quickly, or they will go to the wall. Better use
of information is increasingly one of the keys
to adding value.
It is naive to suggest that disintermediation will
happenacross the board. In many cases, inter-
mediaries add real value. Many distributors of
physical products also take responsibility for
their delivery and for after-sales service or
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maintenance. Theroles of other intermediaries,
notably in the financial sector, are preserved by
regulation.
Intermediaries will, of course, fight back against
newservices that threaten to put them out of
business, typically by putting pressure on
suppliers who support the new service.
Furthermore, current business processes and
relationships depend on therole of the inter-
mediaries, and change may entail a level of
disruption that is unwelcometo all concerned.
In somecases, electronic markets allow inter-
mediaries to encroach on suppliers☂ territory,
so that electronic marketplaces can actually
strengthen the hand of certain intermediaries.
The clearest example of this is in the retail
sector, and especially in food retailing. Today☂s
electronic point-of-sale (EPOS) systems have
transformed the quality of the information
available to major retailers about their sales.
Prior to EPOS, the manufacturers supplying
them had equally good market information,
based on the orders they received ♥ in
particular, where salesmen took orders from
individual stores.
EPOS has radically changed the balance of
power.Onelarge retailer expressedit to us like
this: ☁☁We have already taken the function of
distribution away from our suppliers ♥ they
now supply to a single distribution point. We are
starting to take the marketing off them. We
don☂t, for example, allow any in-store promotion
by our suppliers, and weincreasingly dictate the
specification, pricing, and packaging of their
new products. By the time we☂ve finished, all
they will be left with is the manufacturing.☝
Foundation members who represent inter-
mediary functions or who employ inter-
mediaries need to take a long hard look at
opportunities for encroachment afforded by
electronic marketplaces, both in their favour
and against them.

Companies should identify new
business opportunities
In addition to providing new ways to compete
within existing markets, and new ways to
encroach on theterritory of others, electronic
marketplaces create completely new business
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opportunities. These can be described as ☁servicestation☂ opportunities: just as the building of anew highwaycreates a business opportunity forservice stations, so the establishment of new
electronic data highways creates equivalentopportunities.
The nature of the opportunities will vary fromsector to sector. However, the following four
types of new business opportunities apply to a
wide range of sectors:
♥ Market making. Setting up and running an

electronic marketis itself a business oppor-
tunity. A wide range of organisations haveset up such operations, including product andservice suppliers, intermediaries, softwarehouses, third-party network service sup-pliers, public-sector bodies, and existingmarket makers such as stock markets.

♥ Market research and statistics. Electronicmarketplace developments usually involvethe capture of more and higher-quality datathan were previously available. In addition,where trading takes place electronically,data can be aggregated to generate marketstatistics. Data from both these sources canbe sold as a service in its own right.
♥ Derivative products. The increase in geo-graphical scope that has resulted from movesto electronic markets brings greater tradingvolumes, which in turn generate the volume
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that is needed for markets in derivativeproducts, such as options and futures, to beviable. The transparency of electronicmarkets and the ease with which informationabout competing offerings can be obtainedand compared is also said to encourage amore sophisticated and analytical approachamong customers, and to increase demandfor sophisticated products. Finally, whendata on markets and holdingsis available inelectronic form for rapid calculation, morecomplex products become manageable, andtherefore moreattractive to customers. Allthese factors promote new opportunities for
derivative products.

♥ Information-technology-related services. Thenew electronic information and tradingmedia require new skills and services fortheir delivery ♥ for example, softwaredevelopment, specialised editing and designappropriate to on-screen presentation, andsystems support and maintenance.
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the needfor individual organisations to conduct astrategic review in thelight of the threats andopportunities created by electronic market-places. In the next chapter, we turn to the roleof the systems department, and examine theways that it can either help or hinder theorganisation in its response to electronicmarketplaces.
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Chapter 7
Implications for the systems department

In the preceding chapters, we have shown the
importanceof systemsin enabling organisations
to competein the electronic marketplace. Here,
wereview therole of the systems department,
and the actions that it should be taking to help
implement an appropriate businessstrategy.
The systems department cannot lead the organi-
sation into the electronic marketplace. Neither
can the systems departmentafford to lag behind
the business. One frustrated marketing manager
described how his company☂s systems depart-
ment had not been able to meet his require-
ments for a marketing database.Its attitude was
that if it could not deliver his requirements, the
requirements should be changed. The marketing
manager went to an outside supplier; the
database was implemented on an external
bureau, and transferred back in-house to be
managed bythe marketing departmentdirectly.
Therole of the systems department will depend
uponthe extent to which the organisation has
already formulated a strategy towards elec-
tronic marketplaces. In a few cases (American
Airlines is the obvious example), the board has
already made a major commitment to electronic
marketplaces. The systems department then has
the remit, and the budget, to invest heavily in
the infrastructure needed, both for now and for
the future.
For the majority of organisations, however, the
board has made no such commitment, and in
such cases, systems departments need to tread
carefully. Operating on its own, the systems
department can and should promote the
developmentof an infrastructure to compete in
electronic marketplaces. However, to ease the
implementation of substantive new appli-
cations, and thereby help the business to gain
the most from the potential of electronic
marketplaces, the systems department should
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seek to form a strategic partnership with the
marketing or purchasing department. Once the
commitment to developing electronic market-
place applications has been made, the systems
department needs to deploy new approachesto
systems implementation.

The systems department should
promote the development of an
infrastructure to compete in
electronic marketplaces
Where the systems departmenthasnot already
been given a clear remit to implementelectronic
marketplace applications,it should promote the
development of an infrastructure that will
facilitate such applications when the decision
is taken. Such development needs to be pro-
moted on two fronts ♥ educating the business
and reviewing existing systems.

Educating the business
The systems departmenthas a responsibility to
educate the rest of the business not only about
what applications its competitors are intro-
ducing, but also about what applications will
becomepossible in the near future. This means
monitoring emerging technologies, such as
multimedia and forthcoming telecommuni-
cations services such as ISDN and 900 numbers
(where the cost of information provided is
added onto the telephonebill), identifying the
implications for the business, and drawing on
that information to help individual departments.

It also needs to monitor the development of
marketplace standards. Systems departments
are used to monitoring standards issues, but
primarily in terms of the battle between
proprietary and open standards for the systems
that they use. They should nowstart to monitor
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market standards. Whattechnical standards for
networks, EDI messages,or databases are being
adopted in the same market sector by their
customers, their suppliers, and even their
competitors? Where possible, the systems
department should adopt and promote these
standards internally, even where no com-
mitment to external trading has yet been made.

Ensuring that current systems can
support electronic marketplaces
The systems department should use its best
endeavoursto ensure that current systems, and
certainly all new systemsthat it develops, arewell placed to support electronic marketplaces
in the future. This meansstarting with a review
of existing internal systems and, where appro-priate, evaluating their potential to be extended
outside the organisation. Any problems in
upgrading them to the appropriate levels ofperformance need to be identified. One large
conglomerate we interviewed had delayedimplementing EDI onits purchasing systemsfornearly a year because the EDI module promisedby the supplier of the purchasing software usedby manyofits constituent companiesfailed tomaterialise. In other cases, where online trans-action modules were required, the databasecould not handle external online contact at the
same time as internal access.
Following such a review, the systems depart-ment needs to adopt a ☁market facing☂philosophy with regard to new systems develop-ment, and promote this philosophy aggressively.Four concepts are crucial to this philosophy ♥interworking, responsiveness, security, androbustness.
Interworking
Systems departments need to pay increasingly
close attention to the ability of internal systemsto interwork with each other, and eventually
with external systems. In particular, they
should:
♥ Promotethe rationalisation and integration

of systems within individual departments.
Non-compatible departmental systems canbe a major disadvantage in establishing
communications between departments or
with the outside world.

♥ Establish standards to ensure that depart-
mental systems can intercommunicate.

Implications for the systems department

♥ Ensure that systems have clear externalinterfaces and that they can support external
communications standards.

Organisations that have to interwork onlinewith several other organisations mayfind thatthey need to support severalsets of standards.If the differences relate only to message-format standards, the overhead maybe limitedto additional front-end translation softwaremodules. Where different standards reflectdifferent business processes, the solution mayhave to be significantly more complex. Onemajor aerospace company undertaking bothcivilian and military contracts has to work tothree different sets of standards, relating todifferent terms of business. The companyis notorganised on thebasis of a separate group foreach type of business, and any part of thebusiness mayfind itself working in all threestandards domains in any one day. The companyhas responded to this situation by isolatingprocessing from communicationsin its systems.It has core company systems, which work tointernal standards, and which interface tosystems that are specific to each standardsdomain.
Responsiveness
The need to respond rapidly to customers,
perhapsin situations where the organisation hasto interact with its suppliers, or where severalinternal departments have to be involved, oftenhighlights shortcomings in internal systems.Some internal systems delay responses to anextent that is unacceptable in the new environ-
ment ♥ paymentsystemsare often particularlyat fault in this respect. In other cases,inter-actions betweensystemsacross the organisation
have the sameeffect.
The systems department should review theadequacy of internal systems to support rapidresponse acrossthe organisation.It should alsoreview theability of internal systems to supporta vastly increased volume of external com-munication.
SecurityAccess to company systems by users in otherorganisations inevitably brings increasedsecurity risks, and security provisions will needto be re-assessed accordingly. The recom-mended approachis to undertakea risk analysisto identify potential threats and their
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consequencesbefore starting system design, so
that security requirements can be specified.
(Report 76, Systems Security, provides guidance
in this area.)
Developmentof a customer database may pose
anewrisk ♥ for example, by makingit possible
for employeesleaving an organisation to poach
its customers. The managing director of one
large services company refuses to consider
implementing a customer database on exactly
this premise. The current manual system is
sufficiently distributed to make it very difficult
for any manager to access the complete
customerlist. Yet, whenit is bidding for new
business, the company is not able to find out
how muchbusinessit does with other companies
in the same group, for example. The systems
department needs to be able to demonstrate
that the customer database really can be made
secure.
Robustness
Where companiestransact a significant amount
of business overelectroniclinks, particularly in
fast-moving markets such as many financial
markets, they dependon thereliability of the
links to continue to do business. This requires
a far more rigorous approach to the robustness
of communications systems than has been
commonpractice to date. Organisations should,
for example, consider duplicating communi-
cation equipment and providing at least two
independent routes for essential communi-
cations links.

The systems department should
seek a strategic partnership with
marketing or purchasing
The best way in which a systems department
can help its organisation to capitalise on the
potential of electronic marketplaces is by
seeking to form a strategic partnership with the
marketing or the purchasing department.
Whetherit is the marketing or the purchasing
department(or, indeed, some other department
such astrading, merchandising, or distribution)
will depend on which of the functions is most
critical to the competitiveness of the business.

A strategic partnership exists whereboth parties
recognise their interdependence (or potential
interdependence)in the process of achieving a
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mutually desirable objective. Each party
contributes something different, and receives
a different benefit, but treats the other as an
equal. Such a partnership can be contrasted
with a transactionalrelationship, in which each
party seeks only to use the otherto achieveits
ownends.
A strategic partnership will help to ensure that
the key decision makers understand the
strategic importance of information technology.
It is also needed in orderto justify the costs of
developing major electronic marketplace
systems, which can be large compared with
many purely internal systems. Moreover, major
systems, such as customer databases, need to
be treated as corporate assets: bickering
between the marketing department and the
systems department over ownership of the
database will only hinder its development and
application.
A strategic partnership requires close co-
operation and understanding. In particular, it
entails mutualparticipation in the strategic and
long-term planning of the other department.
The systems department may welcome the
prospect of being admitted to the mostintimate
considerations of marketing strategy; the idea
that marketing would have an equal say in
formulating the systems strategy may beless
comfortable, but is a necessary corollary.It also
implies a measure of equality. When asked to
list the benefits to the systems department of
one supposedly strategic partnership, the
marketing director replied: ☁☁Well, they get to
keep their jobs, don☂t they?☂ That is not a
strategic partnership.It follows that the systems
department cannot attempt to establish a
strategic partnership with all its user
departments ♥ the extent of commitment
required would make that impracticable.

A strategic partnership with the marketing
department implies a significantly greater
degree of understanding of marketing and its
priorities by systems staff than is often the case.
The systems director needs to ensure that the
requisite skills are available in his department.
In Report 71, Staffing the Systems Function, we
drew attention to the need for the systems
department to develop staff with good business
and interpersonal skills, as well as technical
skills. Such staff are particularly important in
liaising with marketing and purchasing
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departments: some systems departments have
found it necessary to bring in staff with
marketing backgroundsto perform these tasks.

Electronic marketplace applications
require a new approach to systems
implementation
Oncethe organisation has made a commitment
to the developmentof electronic marketplaceapplications, the systems department shouldconcentrate on acquiring the new skills andapproachesthat such applications will demand.We describe here some of the capabilities
required.

Marketing applications require rapid
approximate analyses
All user departments complain about deliverytimes on new applications. However, a delay inthe delivery of a new warehousingor account-ing system probably results, at worst, in acommensurate delay in cost savings. A delay ina marketing application may result in the lossof a window of opportunity.
Marketing needsto be able to test out a widerange of hypotheses about the marketplacequickly and cheaply. Moreover,it is not alwayspossible to predict, in advance, the kinds ofanalyses that will need to be undertaken. Itfollows that marketing needs very flexible dataanalysis tools, and that user requirements formarketing analysis systems change rapidly. Theotherside of the coinis that marketing require-ments are usually satisfied by relativelyapproximate outputs from the analysis ♥ anidea that would be an anathemato the financedepartment.
While many of the analyses that need to beundertakenwill be relatively simple, somewillrequire modelling or artificial intelligencetechniques. Often, data will need to be drawnfrom external sources, such as market researchor geodemographic databases, and combinedwith in-house data.
A critical issue is deciding who should conductthe analysis: should it be systems staff ;marketing staff, or perhaps market researchspecialists? G E Capital, whose experience was
described in Figure 2.4, found that none of these
three sources could providetheskills needed to
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get the most from its customer database. Itbrought in external operations-researchspecialists, and provided them with marketingtraining.

A new approachis needed to preservinginformation for future use
There is no point in an organisation☂s basingmarket analyses on some non-representativesubset of the customers for which it happensto hold data, such as those that had to returntheir equipment for repair. As far as ispracticable, the marketing database shouldtherefore contain all marketing and salesinformation likely to be of use in future. Thisapproachis in marked contrastto that employedfor most financial systems, where only the dataspecifically required for a small set of pre-specified types of analysisis kept. Companiesshould be prepared to hold marketinginformation for 12 to 24 months, or in somecases, considerably longer, as a basis for historicanalyses.
Noris it possible to anticipate all the types ofquestions that will be asked of a marketingdatabaseoverits lifetime. It should thereforeprovide for flexibility of access. Relationaldatabase technology is more appropriate thanhierarchical. Indeed, several companies wespoketo directly attributed the success of theircustomer database to their selection of apowerful database package. Those who arejuststarting to consider the implementation of amarketing database should also seriouslyevaluate new technologies such as databasemachines, which offer considerable per-formance advantages for manipulating largedatabase systems.

User interfaces assumegreater
importance
Thedesign ofthe user interface assumes greaterimportance when users belong to differentorganisations. Thereis less opportunity to trainthem or motivate them to use a particularinterface thanif they are in one organisation.Moreover, users may choose between competingsystems onthebasis of whichis the easiest touse; the design ofthe user interface thereforebecomes a crucial weapon in the battle forcompetitive advantage. A good example of a
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situation of this kind is the competition between
insurance companies in the services they
provide to insurance brokers in the United
Kingdom.

User support may need to extend
outside the organisation
Providing online connections to large numbers
of other organisations may raise major problems
of user support. The organisations connected
may not have the resourcesor the expertise to
implementthe connection, train their users to
employit, resolve any queriesthat arise during
the course of operation, or maintain the systems
on their premises. By default, the responsibility
for providing these services at many widely
scattered, remote locations may fall to the
organisation providing the connections.
Many organisations faced with this dilemma
turn to third-party service organisations to
resolve the problem,in addition to other aspects
of network service provision. Those that decide
to provide the support themselves may need to
supplementtheir skills in systems from vendors
they do not use themselves ♥ for example, an

Implications for the systems department

IBM shop may need to connect to Digital systems
in other organisations.

Systems must facilitate the develop-
ment of new products

The service content and the information content
of a wide range of productsis growing, both in
size and importance. New products and services
increasingly make new demands on companies☂
information systems, particularly in the
financial sector, where new information-based
products (such as bank accounts that vary the
interest rate with the balance) are becoming the
basis of competition.
If the systems department is to work closely
with the marketing department, it needs to
facilitate rapid new product developmentofthis
form. This means both providing appropriate
tools, and keeping the marketing department
advised of the ways in which new information
technologies might have an impact on the
product range. Aboveall, it must ensure that
company systems are sufficiently flexible to
enable new products to be implemented quickly.
 
Report conclusion
The development of electronic marketplaces
will change the basis of competition in many
business sectors, open markets up to new com-
petitors, and changethe relationships between
participants. Companies that rely on in-
efficiencies in the existing market,risk going out
of business. Electronic marketplaces will,
however, generate many new opportunities in
existing markets. They will also open up new
markets where nonepreviously existed.
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Foundation members should prepare their
organisations for these developments. They
should adopt a competitive strategy appropriate
to the new environment, grasp new oppor-
tunities to increase the effectiveness of their
purchasing, and re-assess the set of functions
that they perform internally. Aboveall, they
should ensure that they have the systems
infrastructure required to exploit the potential
of electronic marketplaces.
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The Butler Cox Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managersresponsible for information managementin
major enterprises. It providesinsight and guidanceto
help them to manage information systems and
technology more effectively for the benefit of their
organisations.

The Foundation carries out a programme of syndi-
cated research that focuses on the business implica-
tions of information systems, and on the management
of the information systemsfunction, rather than on
the technology itself. It distributes a range of publica-
tions to its membersthat includes Research Reports,
Management Summaries, Directors☂ Briefings, and
Position Papers. It also arranges events at which
members can meet and exchange views, suchas con-
ferences, managementbriefings, research reviews,
study tours, and specialist forums.

Membership of the Foundation
The Foundationis the world☂s leading programmeof
its type. The majority of subscribersare large organi-
sations seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developmentsin information technology. The mem-
bership is international, with more than 400 organi-
sations from over 20 countries, drawn from all sectors
of commerce, industry, and government. This gives
the Foundation a unique capability to identify and
communicate ☁best practice☂ between industry
sectors, between countries, and betweenIT suppliers
and users.

Benefits ofmembership
Thelist of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious ☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commentedon the following benefits:
♥ The publicationsare terse, thought-provoking,

informative, and easy to read. They deliver alot
of message in a minimum of precious reading
time.

♥  Theevents combineaccessto the world☂s leading
thinkers and practitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

♥ The Foundationrepresents a networkof systems
practitioners, with the power to connect
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager☂s owncreativity and
business knowledge, Foundation membership
contributes to managerial success.
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69 Software Strategy
70 Electronic Document Management
71 Staffing the Systems Function
72 Managing Multivendor Environments
73. Emerging Technologies: Annual Review for

Managers
74 The Future of System Development Tools
75 Getting Value from Information Technology
76 Systems Security
77 Electronic Marketplaces
Recent Position Papers and
Directors☂ Briefings
Information Technology and Realpolitik
The Changing Information Industry: An
Investment Banker☂s View

A Progress Report on New Technologies
Hypertext
1992: An Avoidable Crisis
Managing Information Systems in a
Decentralised Business

Pan-European Communications:
Threats and Opportunities

Information Centres in the 1990s
Open Systems
Computer Support for Cooperative Work
Forthcoming Research Reports
New Telecommunications Services
The Role of Information Technology in Transforming
the Organisation

1991 Technology Review: Technical Architecture
Managingthe Devolutionof Information Technology
The Future of Electronic Mail

Butler Cox
The Butler Cox Foundation is one of the services
provided by the Butler Cox Group. Butler Cox is an
independent international consulting company
specialising in areas relating to information tech-
nology. Its services include managementconsulting,
applied research, and education.
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